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No. 81-300 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

----w-e----------- 

In Re 

godification of Canon 3A(7) of the 
Minnesota Code of Judicial Conduct 

iJCC0 Radio Inc.; 
KC0 FM Inc.; 

WCC0 Television Inc.; 
WTCN Television, Inc.; 

Jnited Television, Inc. - KMSP-TV; 
<TTC Television, Inc.; Hubbard 
3roadcasting, Inc.: Northwest 
?ublications, Inc.; Minneapolis Star 
nnd Tribune Company: Minnesota Public 
Xadio, Inc.; Twin Cities Public 
relevision, Inc.; Minnesota Broadcasters 
Gsociation; 
&sociation; 

Minnesota Newspaper 
Radio and Television 

Jews Directors Association, Minnesota . 
Chapter; and Sigma Delta Chi/Society 
If Professional Journalists, Minnesota 
Zhapter, 

Petitioners. 

NOTICE OF 
APPEARANCE 

the Petitioners, will appear at a hearing before this Court 

on the above-captioned matter on Friday, June 4, 1982 at 

9:00 A.M., or as soon thereafter as the parties may be heard. 

lated: May 24, 1982 OPPENHEIMER, WOLFF, FOSTER, 
SHEPARD AND DONNELLY ' 
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I 

-7 '..x F By ;: e., ,I' -!= ,' 
'. J / r.---.-<- ,' 

Paul R. Hannah 
Catherine A. Cella 

1700 First Bank Building 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101 
Telephone: (612) 227 - 7271 

ATTORNEYS FOR PETITIONERS 
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LAW OFFICES 

MUIR & HEUEL 
A PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION 

404 MARQUETTE BANK BUILDING P.O. 30X 1057 ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA 55903 507-288-4110 
ROSS MUIR 

DANIEL HEUEL 
JAMES CARLSON 

ROBERT SPELHAUG 
WILLIAM FRENCH 

JOHN MCCARTHY May 24, 1982 
Clerk of Minnesota Supreme Court 
Minnesota State Capitol 
St. Paul, MN 55101 

pc3@0 

Re: Modification of Canon 3A(7) of the Minnesota Code of 
Judicial Conduct 

WCC0 Radio, Inc.; WCC0 Television, Inc.: WCC0 FM, Inc.; 
WTCN Television, Inc.: United Television, Inc.; KTSP-TV; 
KTTC Television, Inc.: Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc.; Northwest 
Publications, Inc.: Minneapolis Star and Tribune Company; 
Minnesota Public Radio, Inc.; Twin Cities Public Television, 
Inc.: Minnesota Broadcasters Association: Minnesota Newspaper 
Association; Radio and Television News Directors Association, 
Minnesota Chapter; and Sigma Delta Chi/Society of Professional 
Journalists, Minnesota Chapter. 

Dear Mr. McCarthy: 

Our firm would like to send a written response to the proposal to 
modify Canon 3A(7) of the Minnesota Code of Judicial Conduct. We 
do not ask for an opportunity to present oral comment to the Court. 
We understand that this letter will be given to the Court for its 
consideration. 

Our firm is engaged exclusively in a trial practice in southeastern 
Minnesota. The vast majority of our cases involve civil litigation 
though we do have some current criminal defense matters. It is our 
unanimous opinion at this firm that the use of broadcast and photo- 
graphic equipment should not be used in the Courts of the State of 
Minnesota. 

We feel that the use of cameras and photographic equipment would 
disrupt the Courts of the State of Minnesota and as a result prejudice 
the rights of litigants. We feel that witnesses, especially witnesses 
testifying in regard to sensitive matters, would be unduly influenced 
by the use of broadcast and photographic equipment. We are concerned 
about the effect of this equipment on jurors also. Witnesses may be 
hesitant to testify if their testimony will be transmitted to thousands 
of people in the state. Jurors may be influenced if they knew that the 
trial in which they served would be broadcast to their friends and 
neighbors and their verdict questioned by those friends and neighbors 
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Mr. John McCarthy 

Page 2 
May 24, 1982 

who saw a portion or the entire trial on television. Our objections 
go to the use of still photographic equipment also in thatstillphoto- 
graphers would disrupt the orderly andsolemnenvironment of a Court- 
room. 

In our view, justice is best served in this state under the present 
system of having open, public trials without the interference and 
potential disruption caused by cameras in the Courtroom. Interested 
persons in the judicial process can always attend trials in person 
or read about trials in newspaper accounts. This sort of public 
involvement in the trialsinthis state do not disrupt the Courtroom 
and do not adversely effect the rights of litigants. 

Sincerely, 

6% mes R. Carlson 

JRC/mfs 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

FILE NO. 81-300 

In Re: 

Hodification of Canon 3A(7) of the 
Minnesota Code of Judicial Conduct. 

BRIEF IN OPPOSPTXOZ\I 
TO PETITION - 

WCC0 Radio, Inc., et al, 

Petitioners. 
/ 

. 
._ . --------w---------m- 

"The purpose of a trial is to determine whether or not the 

accused is guilty -I' Justice Benjamin Cardozo. 

This Commission was appointed by the Supreme Court to hear testimony 

and make recommendations on the use of cameras in the courtroom. The 

selection of such a Commission is unique in Minnesota, since all previous 

civil or criminal rules have been adopted under the procedures prescribed 

by Chapter 480 o f Minnesota Statutes. 

The petitioners seek to have the Supreme Court modify Canon 3A(7) 

of the Code of Judicial Conduct so as to permit the unlimited use of 

cameras in the trial courts of this state. Considerable time was spent 

demonstrating the use and technique of television equipment. We agree that 

cameras today are relatively quiet and can apparently be used under normal 

room lighting. All of the parapherna-lia, however, is not yet invisible, 

and the mere presence of television may create untold psychological pressure 

on anyone put on public display by the all seeing eye. 

After years of trailing and experience, perhaps professional actors -v- 
and anchormen can act normally, but even the Commission members, in these 
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comparatively informal proceedings, may have felt the pressure of constantly 

being "on stage." What will the reaction be of that unknown subpoenaed 

witness in a future murder trial, as she walks up to the witness stand 

and sees that "unobtrusive" silent camera pointed in her direction? 

Unfortunately I don't have the answer to that question, but neither 

does the media, this Commission or the Supreme Court. Xr. Hannah argues,. 

nevertheless, that any risk of violating the rights of a defendant or other 

litigants in a televised trial is "manageable." This viewpoint of peti- 

tione,rs is not shared by the public, and has been rejected by an overwhelming 
: 

majority of the trial judges and experienced attorneys in Minnesota, 

If the members of this Commission, unencumbered by any ties to the 

petitioners, do in fact "represent the bench, the bar, and the citizens of 

this state", as Petitioners allege in their brief, then the mandate is clear: 

the votes have already been cast by all three groups against the petition. 

In a two year informal Poll of hundreds of jurors in Ramsey County, 

Judge Hyam Segell found almost no support for the presence of cameras in 

the courtroom. After months of maneuvering at the committee level, the Board 

of Governors of the Minnesota State Bar Association likewise rejected a 

proposal to modify Canon 3A(7) of the Code of Judicial Conduct, and the 

1980 Bar Convention also voted its opposition to a relaxation of the rule. 

It is worth noting that the proposals of the media then debated were far less 

pervasive than those under consideration by this Commission. 

As did the. trial bar, the trial judges studied the prc2,L!.em wf carcre~as 

in the courtroom for over three years. A representative committee sought 

oat articles on the experience in other states, read numerous commentators on 
i 

both sides of the issue, and made its report in June, 1980. With only two 

or three dissents the State District Judges' Association voted to oppose any 

- 



change in Judicial Canon 3A(7). This brief attempts to articu late our 
op,position t& the petition, and the reasons therefor. 

We would concede that cameras in the courtroom are technically 

feasible, but that is not the crux of the controversy. The dangers are 

eloquently stated in the landmark decision of the U.S. Supreme Court, 

Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532 (1965). The logic is still compelling: 

"(1) Telev' lsing of trials diverts the trial from its 
proper purpose, because it has an inevitable impact on all 
the trial participants. 

,(2) Xt gives the public the wrong impression ab0u.t 
the purpose of trials, thereby detracting from the dignity 
of court proceedings and lessening the reliability of 
trials; and 

(3) It singles out certain defendants and subjects 
them to trial under prejudicial conditions not experienced 
by others." (p. 565) 

"Thus the evil of televised trials, as demonstrated by (E&es), lips 

not in the noise and appearance of the cameras, but in the trial oartici- ,. 
pants' awareness that they are being televised." (p. 569-570) 

As stated by Justice Clark in his concurring opinion, "ascertai&aent 

of the truth is the chief function of the judicial machinery. The use of 

television cannot be said to contribute materially to that objective, 

rather its use amounts to the injection of an irrelevant factor into court 

proceedings." (p. 544) 

27e submit that we do not need any 'instant replayi;' on television. to 

secure the rights of all parties, or to arrive at an impartial judgment of 

.legal issues. 

y- 
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. . ’ Justice Clark further states in‘Estes that the impact of courtroom 

television on the defendant cannot be ignored, "Its presence is a form 

of mental, if not physical, harassment. The inevitable close-ups of his 

gestures: and expressions during the ordeal of his trial might well trans-. 

gress his personal sensibilities, his dignity, and his ability to conccn- 

trate on the proceedings before him - sometimes the difference bettqeen 

life and death - dispassionately, freely and without the distraction of 

wide public surveillance. A defendant on trial for a speoific crime is 

entitled to his day in court, not in a stadium or a city or a nationwide 

arena." (p. 549) (Emphasis supplied) 

Have those ringing words lost their meaning to us today? Petitioners 

would have us so believe. They state that the Chandler decision tlrejects 

the arguments found to be persuasive in Estes", and apparently find wa 

fundamental change of philosophy" of the Supreme Court. (Petitioners' 

brief, p. 25). Nothing could be further from the truth. 

Chandler v. Florida, 101 S. Ct. 802, 66 L.Ed. 2d 740 (19131), holds 

that Estes does not stand as an absolute ban on state experimentation of 

television coverage of trials, but the decision falls far short of endors- 

ing the experiment of cameras in the courtroom. It.does not change the 

Estes holding that reporters have only the rights of the general public, 

namely, to be present, to observe and thereafter if they choose, to report 

on a trial. We would quote but a few of the statements of Chief Justice 

Burgsr in Chandler: 

"There was not a court holding of an (untionstitutional) per se rule 

in Estes . . . There is no need to overrule a "holding' never made by the 

court." (Footnote 8, p- 809). ! 
c-. 

"Selection of which trials, or parts of trials, to broadcast will 

inevitably be made not by judges but b-y the media, and will be governed 

-4- 
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by such factors as the nature of the crime and the status and position of 

the accused - or the victim; the effect may be to titillate rather than to 

educate and inform. (Emphasis supplied) The unanswered question is whether 

electronic coverage will bring public humiliation upon the accused with 
I 

such randomness that it will evoke due process concerns by being 'unusual 

in the same way that being struck by lightning is unusual,' Furman v, 

Georgia, 408 U-S. 238, 309 (1972) Societies and political systems that, 

from time to time, have put on 'Yankee Stadium show trials' tel.1 more 

about the power of the. State than about its concern for ths decent adminis- 

tration of justice - with every citizen receiving the sarns kind of justice, 

"The concurring opinion of Chief Justice Warren joinzd by Justices 

Douglas and Goldberg in Estes can fairly be read as viewing the very 

broadcast of some trials as potentially a form of punishment itself j a 

punishment before guilt. This concern is far from trivial." (Chandler, p. 812 

Perhaps we could all agree that these statements by Chief 3ustice 

Burger in Chandler fall someyzrhat short of indicating support of petitioners' - 

views in thesei proceedings, much less constituting a "rejection" of the 

holding in Estes,.or an.expression of.any changed philosophy. 'There are 

no cameras in the U.S. Supreme Court or.& any Federal Courts in this land: 

The decision in Chandler v. Florida, supra, simply permits Florida 

to continue its experiment, but gives no support to that effort, Commenting 

on the results in Florida, petitioners' brief at page,16 alleges ,that "while 

Florida's survey (was) not performed as part-of a social science experlmenk, . 

the validity of the data is unquestionable." Neither the U.S. Supreme 

Court nor the Florida Supreme Court agree.with that conclusion. In footnote 

11, (p. 810 ) of Chandler, the Court states: .w- 

"The Florida pilot program itself was a type of study . . . While 

the data ,thus far assembled are cause for some optimism about the abilities 

-5- 
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of states to minimize the problems that potentially inhere in electronic 

coverage of trials, even the Florida Suprem e Court conceded the data t+ere 

limited and non-scientific." (Emphasis supplied) 

Petitioners' brief, pages 17-18, regarding Judge Thomas Sholts ' 

views on televised trial- 3 is likewise a startling misrepresentation of the 

truth. Petitioners seem to feel that Judge.Sholts could find no adverse 

,effect from the presence of broadcast media in his court, nor any unfair- 

ness because of that presence. The Commission has heard his statement, 

and of'course has before it Judge Sholts' report to the Florida Supreme 

Court following the herman murder trial. Any fair minded observer could 

only conclude that Judge Sholts has 'impartially considered the pros and 

cons and has voted 'no' on cameras in the courtroom. I would nevertheless 

quote some highlights of his evaluation: 

1. The widow of the deceased murder victim in the Herman trial 

objected to televising her testimony, but her challenge was rejected by 
. the Florida Supreme Court. 

If this is an example of the standard of fairness urged upon us by 

the petitioners, it must be summarily rejected. Such a rule approaches 

a barbaric perversion of decent justice, which we thought had been long 

abandoned. 
. 

2. There were no histrionics and no thespians,although the danger 

of acting for the camera will always exist . . . One witness refused to teStifV 

from fear of her safety, partially contributed to by the television's 

.presence. 

It takes only common sense to realize that such a circumStance is 
.y- 

one of the inherent dangers in televised trials. victims of crimes have 
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"Already suffered psychological and even physical har,m? \ 

and an impartiai 

observer could well ask why petitioners would seek to televise such a 

reluctant witness. MS. Burton called particular a,ttention to the emotional 

problems Of sexual assault victims. The media's proposal that a trial 

judge's finding against televising should be appealable raises the spac~tre 

of long trials with interminable TV recesses for appeal purposes, strangely 

reminiscent of those TV commercial breaks we have come to tolerate in pro- 

fessional football. 

3. Subsequent to the Herman verdict, the 'prosecutor objected on 

security grounds because of possible retribution against several prison 

inmate witnesses who testified for the State, and might not have besn 

identified but for exposure on television. 

The Commission should know that even today we have some SO to ?Q 

inmates in protective custody at Stillwater Prison alone, at a considerable 

extra expense to the State. We all are aware of the retribution and 

scorn.heaped upon "stool pigeons" and "squealers" -within penal institutions. 

If the proposed rules are adopted, we can be assured that a sensational 

crime within prison walls, or one involving recently paroled felons, will 

be just that sort of case that TV will select "to educate the public." Xr, 

Hannah's argument that TV trial risks are "manageable" would probablv not get 

concurrence from Warden Erickson or the inmate-witness, 

4. Because of excessive pretrial publicity and the decision to. 

televise the trial, _--.- the court sequestered the jury. -- 

Such a step is extremely rare in Ninnesota, and has never been 

ordered in Ramsey County during my twenty years on the bench. At 1973 

prices the expense of jury sequestration in the Herman case amouhted to 
)- 

$11,500. Ever greater burdens on the strained county budgets can reasonably 

be anticipated should the Supreme Court permit televised trials. 

. 
-7- 



The obvious inconvenience to citizen jurors from such a long separation 

from their normal lives is another factor to be considered. 

The other problems mentioned by Judge Sholts, i.e. possible change 

of venue, length of jury selection, bomb threats and security searches were 

apparently all caused or exacerbated by televising the murder trial. A 

reasonable person could not argue that such incidents-enhanced the delibera- 

tive process. Rather the risk * of creating a prejudicial atmosphere far out- 

weighs' any minor benefit of perfilitting a cameraman in the courtroom. . 

As Judge Sholts states in his report, "when a defendant's ?roble%s 

become entertainment for the public, the trial takes on a different form 

than an orderly search for the truth. The chief function of our judicial 

trial machinery is to ascertain the truth. The use of television does not 

materially contribute to this objective." (p. 16) 

While Judge Sholts concedes that the experiment of televising the 

Eerman trial worked out better than he be-lieved possible, he nevertheless 

does not endorse cameras in trial proceedings. 

Petitioners' brief at pages 18-20 on related problems, "Fairness to 

parties, witnesses refusal, witnesses and jurors adversely affected and 

other objections", i.e. grandstanding lawyers and judges, seems to have a 

refreshing naivite, but it indicates little knowledge or appreciation of 

the tough realities of criminal proceedings. The trial judqes know, from 

j121nJ4rcds oE T/Z;-', cs . ..L of coll.ective experience, that ;zLtr.e 5ses 2.re thrcen kdnld : -_-- 

that publicity sometimes makes it difficult to draw an impartial jury; 

that many people are reluctant to serve as jurors, or come into court to 

testify, because of their shy personalities; and yes, there are possibly,+ 

some attorneys out there (certainly no judqes:)who t;ould love to grandstand 

-8- 
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before a television audience, perhaps even furthering a political ambition. 

Human nature being what it is, we havenotreally changed much since the 

days of Estes, or' even since the founding of the Republic. We must 

respectfully resist the temptation to make the jury box and the courtroom 

a sporting arena for the edification of our almost insatiable interest in 

the bizarre and violent acts of our fellow man. . . 

The news media caters to that curiosity for its own gain, trying to 

sell more newspapers than the competition, or striving for higher ratings 

in order to sell more advertising. We are not overly critical of this mani- 

festation of the American pursuit of material wealth and success, but we 

do say that the courtrooms of this state should not become part of that 

process. Petitioners argue that reporters, editors and cnmer'amen'.hsv@ 

now reached maturity, and that we need not fear such abuses as were present 

in the Hauptmann, Sheppard or Estes trials. Regrettably the facts are 

otherwise. 

In the Mossler murder trial, "the public went wild, the press went 

crazy." (St. Paul P.P. lO/ll/Sl) Jean Harris' trial in the early part of 

this year for the murder of Dr. Tarnower became the center of what 

reporters called a "media zoo". The reporters themselves didn't enjoy 

the chase, and one New York Times photographer said she thought it "demeaning 

for everybody, for the de.fendant and the press.“ (St. Paul Disp. 2/24/81) 

On the local sco,ne I would refer again t;, the attempt of at least Tao of 

the petitioners, WCC0 Television (Ch. 4) and Hubbard Broadcasting (Ch. 5)‘ 

to obtain the Ming Shiue tapes used in Federal Court. Their request was 

promptly denied by Judge Devitt, but we can legitimately ask if petitioners' 
-..-- 

purpose therein was to educate the public, and also ask if this is an 

example of the mature judgment and editorial policy referred to in petition- 

ers' brief. 

-’ -9- 1 



Other glaring examples of excessive zeal by the media I trill leave 

for the Commissioners to recall from your own observations and experiences. 

As Justice Cardozo succinctly stated, "the .purpose of a trial is 

to determine whether or no-t the accused is guilty", and the role of the - 

judiciary is to secure a steady and impartial administration of the laws, 

Any infringement of a defendant's right to a fair trial must be respectfully 

rejected, and the invasion of cameras into the courtroom comes within those 

parameters. . . 

. . .The Constitution, Artic1.e VI, says that "the accused shall enjoy 

the right to a speedy and public trial," but this guarantee confers no spedial 

benefit on the press, the radio industry or television. To satisfy the 

constitutional requirements of a'public trial, it is not necessary to 

provide facilities large enough for all who might like to attend. To do 

so would interfere with the integrity of the trial process and make the 

publicity o f trial proceedings an end in itself. The function of a trial 

is not to provide an education experience. Rather the guarantee of a 

public trial is a safeguard against any attempt to use our courts as 

instruments of persecution, and the Sixth Amendment does not require that 

the trial be broadcast live or on tape to the public. The press may, af 

course, attend the trial and report on what they have observed. .See 

Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, 575, 583-584 (X965 ); Nixon v. Varner 

Communications, 435 U.S. 589, 610 (1977). -..--. 

The trial of a lawsuit is a deliberative process, and the entertain- 

ment of the public and specific rights of a defendant have never mixed well, 

Televised trials would be a dangerous experiment in Minnesota and the 
*y- 

possible impac t on defendants, witnesses and jurors is simply incalcuable. 



The quality and-integrity of all future trials is at stake. Petitioners 

concede that they want no rule limiting coverage to civil proceedings, nor 

do they want any consent provision, since experience in other states tells 

us that the bench, the bar and the public have consistently refused to . 

give consent to be televised, thereby proving of course the lack of support 

for petitioners' proposal. . . 

We agree with petitioners' (Brief, p. 15) that anything which can 

increase our knowledge and improve our understanding of how courts work 
,. 

benefits a democratic government. To that end the b.ench and bar have long 

had an excellent educational program of speakers , pamphlets and slides 

available to schools, churches and civic organizations with precious little 

support, I might add, from any of the media. The State Bar Association 

has resorted to,paid ads in newspapers, radio and television in order to 

tell its story. '. . . . 
If one of the goals of the media is really to educate the public 

about the mysteries of the courtroom, we would call their attention to 

existing Canon 3A(7): 

"A judge should prohibit broadcasting, televising, 
recording, or taking photographs in the courtroom 
and areas immediately adjacent thereto during ses- 
sions of court or recesses between sessions, except 
that a judge may authorize: 

(a) the use of electronic or photographic 
means for the presentation of evidence, for the 
perpetuation of a record, or for other purposes 
of judicial administration; 

(b) the broadcasting, televising, recording, or 
photographing of investitive, ceremonial, or 
naturalization proceedings; 

(c) the photographic or electronic recording 
and reproduction of appropriate court proceed- 
ings under the following conditions: ,, 

(1) the means of recording will not distract 
participants or impair the dignity of the pro- 
ceedings; 

-- -1 1 I - 



(2) the parties have consented, and the consent 
to being depicted or recorded has been obtained 
from each witness appearing in the recording 
and reproduction; 

13) the reproduction will not be exhibited until 
after the proceeding has been concluded and all 
direct appeals have been exhausted: and 

(4) the reproduction will be exhibited only for 
instructional purposes in educational institutions," 

We know of.no request by Channel 2, the public television station, 

or any commercial enterprise for permission under this present rule 

to televise a trial. ..Perhaps we could all agree that the average litigation, 

civil br criminal, would probably not appeal to a large number of citizens 

and accordingly would not sell advertising or build ratings. As Mr . Hannah 

candidly stated in his closing remarks, his clients want to be in on criminal 

trials, without adding the unneeded explanation - the Caldwells, Piper, 

Howard, Thompson, Trimble, Ming Shiue type trials are their abiding interest. 

In the opinion of the bench, the bar and the public, the tyranny of 

television is threatening the basic structure of.our courts. Trials should 

reflect the integrity and moderation of the judicial process# although 

we concede that even under present conditions this is sometimes strained to 

the breaking point. Considerate men ought nevertheless to prize whatever will 

-fortify that temper in the courts, and to reject whatever would threaten 

this unique and yet vulnerable institution. No man can be sure that he may 

not be tome-crow the victim of a spirit of injustice, by which he may be.a 

qael,., '-or toda:y. And e'very man must now feel that the inevitab.?_e tendency 

of such a sp,irit is to sap the foundation of public and private confidence 

in th.e courts, and to introduce in its stead universal distrust and distress. 

Such would be the result of piecemeal televising of only'the more ..c- 
sensational trials. In the world today the. television camera is a powerful 
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weapon. Intentionally or inadvertently it can destroy an,accused and his 

case in the eyes of the public. It has helped to bring down a president, 

it has destroyed political careers, it has jeopardized businesses to the 

point of bankruptcy. We do not contend that all such actions have been 

with evil intent or without some public purpose, but such an instrument has 

,no place in the courtroom, where we attempt to insulate the juries and 

participants from the waves of public sentiment. 

The inflexible and uniform adherence to the rights of the ConStitu- 

tion, and of individuals is indispensable in the courts of justice, All 

citizens support the principles of freedom of the press, reasonable access 

of the public to open trials, and the right of every defendant to due process 

of law in every courtroom in this state, 

We submit that cameras in the courtroom will not enhance these rights- 

We respectfully urge this Commission to recommend to the Supreme Court 

that there be no modification of Canon 3A(7) of the Code of Judicial Conduct, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Judge of Distri 
1539 Court Rouse 
St. Taul, Xinnosota 55102 



DISTRICT COURT OF MINNESOTA 

FIFTH JUDICIAL DlSTRtCT 

NEW ULM, MINNESOTA 56073 

1LLtl’llONt 354~2014 

May 28, 1982 
NOAH S. ROSENBLOOM 

JUDGE 

Supreme Court of Minnesota 
State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 
ATTN : John R. McCarthy - Clerk 

Re: Proposed Modification Canon 3A (7)) 
Minnesota Code of Judicial Conduct 

Dear Mr. McCarthy: 53 \-300 

Pursuant to the Chief Justice’s Order of March 5, 1982, File Number 81-300, 
I hereby request opportunity, and if the request is granted, notify the 
Court by this letter of my intention, to appear before the Court at such 
time as I may be heard on Friday, ‘June 4, 1982, to offer comment on the 
Petition to modify the Canons of Judicial Conduct so as to permit electronic 
and photographic media coverage in the trial courts of Minnesota, This 
letter will summarize my intended comment. 

most 
I would have no objection to electronic media coverage of/presentations to 
a trial court, ot’her’than the evidentiary portion of the trial itself, or other -- 
proceedings ‘at which evidence is taketi from witnesses. Motion hearings of many 
types, or final argument of counsel, could be covered without signifigant problem. 

I see no objection to natural,light still photography of any court proceeding. 
In either event, the media person should function from a place in the spectator 
area of the courtroom so positioned as not to distract participants in the 
proceedings by their coverage activities. 

I oppose live electronic media coverage of trials at which testimony is taken 
with or without a jury present. 

If the court is minded to change the existing rules, I assume the proposal of 
the media petitioners presently before the court, appended as Exhibit B to the 
petition#Sf March 18, 1981, represents their suggestion for the conditionsunder 
which such c%verage would be permitted (I know of no other relevant proposed 
wording t%?&e Canon) . If the Court grants the media petition, I have the 
following critical comments concerningthe proposed draft. 

1) At sub-paragraphs i (c), 3 (a) and (b), and sub-paragraph 5, the location 
of audio pickup or camera equipment within the courtroom and modification of 
courtroom lighting are made subject to the approval of the Chief Judge of the 
judicial district in which the proceeding is held. These matters should be 
left to the control and approval of the presiding judge in all cases. The 
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DISTRICT COURT OF MINNESOTA 
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

NEW ULM, MINNESOTA 56073 

lELE PHONE 354.2014 

\ 
NOAH S. ROSENBLOOM 

JUII‘E 

TO: Supreme Court of Minnesota 
Page 2 

presiding judge, whose conduct of it is subject to review on appeal, should 
not be left without a voice as to trial arrangements which might, later, be 
the basis of an appeal. The Chief *Judge, necessarily, less trial respon- 
sibil ity in general, and no specific trial responsibility in any case, should 
not make decisions with the consequences of which the presiding judge must 
live. 

There is no purpose to limit the number of still cameras as per paragraph 1 (b). 
As many still photographers as the trial judge permits, taking pictures from 
unobtrusive places in the spectators’ seating,could be allowed. Any accredited 
press representative, subject to room limitations, rights of other members of 
the public, and the overriding ~~~&.~~~mIt 
be accommodated. 

ts of the proceeding, could and should 
It is logically to electronic coverage to a singe 

“pooled” camera crew ; relevant considerations involved for electronic media 
simply do not apply to still photographers using natural light 35mm camera 
equipment. Actually, several photographers, each with a single camera suitable 
to the purpose, would be less obtrusive than a single photographer using the 
permitted two camera.s,with t~wo lensfor each,which is proposed. I suspect 
the proposed limitation rests on perceived need for symmetry and equal treatment 
between various types of media representatives, but that has nothing whatever 
to do with the problem of fair trial. 
besween media which is not a 

Rather, i.t relases $0 competitive conduct 
legitimate court coi?e&?r %der paragraph 7, 

photographic or electronic record of a proceeding covered is made inadmissable, 
II . . . as evidence in the proceeding out of which it arose, any 
proceeding subsequent or collateral thereto, or upon any re- 
trial or appeal of such proceedings .I1 

This provision is absurd and unwise. \hs$ographic or videotape record of 
courtroom proceedings might well be the$ossible evidence relevant to a 
collateral proceeding in contempt arising out of the original trial. Grand - 
standing for television may very well invite contumacious conduct but the 
State will then be deprived of any evidence the media might, but for this 
provision, provide, 

Sub-paragraph 8 provides for appellate review of excl sion orders under Rule 
21 9 MRCXP. Could such matters arising in criminal proceedings be properly 
reviewable under civil appellate rules. Is it s-ensible,in a new and developing 
area with novel problems and little relevant experience,to mandate appellate 
decisions under conditions of unseemly haste likely to exacerbate the problem 
by improvident decision making. The exigencies of new coverage may very well 
create need for expedited disposition from the media viewpoint but wise 
development of applicable standards in this new area make a more deliberate 
course preferable. 

The proVisions of paragraph 1 (c) for placement of microphones if “no technically 
suitable audio system exists in the courtroom, brings us face to face with 
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problems inherent in multiple microphone pickup systems for courtroom recording 
systems. I believe such systems to be unnecessary and unwise. In a courtroom 
suitable for tape recording of proceedings, single point recording systems are 
adequate and avoid many problems. Those problems are acutely compounded if 
electronic media are present and use a multi-microphone system. Confidential 
information (attorney/client conferences or side bar) or comments, not con- 
fidential, but unheard by judge and/or jury, therefore not considered by them 
during trial, could be picked up by multiple microphones. The result is a mis- 
leading record or gross invasion of privacy or both, compounded by media ac- 
quisition of it and possible simultaneous live broadcast to the community. 
If electronic coverage is permitted, something must be done to avoid these 
evils by appropriate standards concerning courtroom recording equipment which 
provides for single point recording and will largely avoid the problem. 

Additionally, it is observed that courtroom arrangements are in a period of 
transition. Many new courtrooms are being designed in a different layout than 
the conventional setup of which those in the new Hennepin County Government 
Center or the Ramsey County Courthouse are convenient examples. Other arrange- 
ments which enable participants to have a better view of exhibits, avoid placing 
some of counsel with their back to the jury, permit use of projection equipment 
in the courtroom, and take the judge out of jury view when they look at the 
witness stand so that his body language does not telegraph unintended reactions 
to the evidence to them; all of these may dictate a court arrangement different 
from the conventional. However, the conventional will, quite likely be that 
preferred by the media because inherently better adapted to their requirements. 
We ought not adopt any procedure which will inhibit development of better court- 
rooms to meet the interests of those seated in the public spectator area of the 
courtroom who are there on behalf of the media. If a more effective courtroom 
arena for the discovery of truth can be devised than that which has conventionally 
been used in the past, it ought not be hostage to the commercial interest of 
media representatives who find it less adapted to their purpose. 

The overriding consideration, whether one considers a relaxation of the rules 
to permit media coverage or the mode by which that relaxation, once made, should 
be implemented, should be to protect and improve the inherent function of the 
trial, to discover and communicate the truth so“far as it can be known and under- 
stood by a factfinder. Any arrangement or alteration in either the physical or 
the procedural arrangement surrounding the conduct of the trial that impedes the 
basic objective should not be considered. 

If permitted to appear, my remarks will cover the ground summarized in this 
letter. 

Respectfully, 

NSR/ml 
Noah S. Rosenbloom 
Judge of District Court 

cc : Hon,,Hyam Segtell, Judge ofDist. Ct., 1409 Ramsey Cty. Courthouse, St. Paul 55102 
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I am an Associate Professor of Psychology at the University 
of Minnesota, currently on leave at the University of 
Toronto. I will be returning to the Twin Cities early 
next week and request the opportunity to testify at the 
June 4 Supreme Court hearing on the modification of Canon 
3A(7) of the Mi nnesota Code of Judicial Conduct. I am 
a researcher in the area of Psychology and the Law and a 
member of the Executive Committee for the Psychology and 
Law division of the American Psychological Association. 
I have followed the national debate on cameras in the 
courtroom, as well as recent developments in Minnesota on 
this issue, with considerable interest. I previously 
wrote to the Minnesota Advisory Commission on Cameras 
in the Courtroom concerning the need for a systematic 
research evaluation of electronic media covera e 
in Minnesota trial courts. 7 

@MC) 
Since that letter September 14, 

1981) my colleagues and I (Kenneth DeBono and Professor 
Linda Heath) have accumulated information on previous 
research evaluations conducted in several of the thirty 
states that now permit some form of televised court 
proceedings. There are, as you know, numerous legal, 
psychological and technological issues associated with 
EMC and I have attached a summary of these research issues 
from the research evaluation conducted for the state of 
California (submitted to the Administrative Office for 
the Courts, The Chief Justice's Special Committee on the 
Courts and the Media, and the California Judicial Council). 
Now that the Minnesota Advisory Commission on Cameras in 
the Courtroom has recommended EMC on a one year experimental 
basis, I would like to review for the Court previous 
research evaluations of EMC in states like Plorida, Wiscon- 
sin and California, and to urge the Court to consider 
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similar but refined research efforts in Minnesota. More- 
over, my colleagues and I are very interested in conducting 
such an evaluation and I have already spoken with the 
Program Director of the National Science Foundation's 
Law and Social Science Program about the possibility of 
external funding from NSF. 

An experiment involving EMC in the courtroom weuldprsvide 
a unique opportunity to determine exactly what impact 
cameras in the courts may have. The results of such an 
experiment could inform the debate over media coverage 
of the courts and could address the concerns many people 
have that such coverage will interfere with the defendant's 
right to a fair tru. To optimize the potential benefits 
of an experiment on media coverage of the courts, it is 
critical that a true experiment be conducted and that a 
careful and systematic evaluation of this experiment 
be carried out by lrnowledgeable and independent social 
scientists. When in 1981 the U.S. Supreme Court rendered 
its opinion in Chandler v. Florida, Chief Justice Burger 
pointed to the inability to draw conclusions on the subject 
of EplC! based upon present emp*rical evidence: "At the 
moment, however, there is no unimpeachable empirical 
support for the thesis that the presence of the electronic 
media, pro facto interferes with trial proceedings...," 
(see U.S. Law Week, Vol. 49, No. 29). Despite the recent 
California research evaluation, it is our opinion that 
Justice Burger's assessment is still valid. 

I therefore request the opportunity to discuss these issues 
at greater length&in the scheduled June 4 hearing and to 
more carefully sketch the type of research evaluation that 
we believe would be appropriate should the Court decide&7 
app~qe the Advisory Commission*s recommendations. 

zgrz;%i&, 

Eugdne B0rgidafPh.D. 
Associate Profisso; if Psychology Associate Professor of Psychology 

EB/ls 
Enclosure: Figures I-1A and 1B from California's EMC evaluation 

-. 



FIGURE I-1A 

EXTENDED MEDIA COVERAGE (EMC) NEGATIVE EFFECTS HYPOTHESES 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Thepresenoeandaperati~of~equipmentinacourtrocmis 
a significant distraction for trial participants. 

The presence and operation of EMC: eguipmant in a courtman dis- 
ruptsproceedings so as tointerferewiththeadministrationof 
justice. 

The presence and operation of BJ2 equipmmt in a courtroan inpairs 
juaicialdignityand decorum, 

EMZcauseswitnesses totestifyuntruthfully. 

EMC causes witnesses to be mre reluctant to testify. 

EKcausesjurorstcbemrereluctanttoseme. 

EM2 leads to harrassmsnt or physical ham of trial participants 
k-g., witnesses, jurors, defendants, etc). 

Kdistracts jurors soas tomakethemless attentivetotrial 
P-w- 

EMC adversely influences the decision-making of jurors because 
they perceive a difference between the "right" decision and the 
"popular" decisian. 

EEIC: depletes the availability of jurors because of widespread 
public familiaritywithaparticularcase (especially pertinent 
to retrials). 

D%2results inalarge increaseinseguesteredjuries. 

EW is detrimantal to the presentational abilities of attorneys 
and therefore reduces the quality of their advocacy. 

m causes attomeystobehavecontrarytothe interests of 
theirclientby causingtherntoavoidunpopularpositims 
(including refusing to represent a client) or by causing them 
to "grandstand" to seek recognition for personal or political 
gain. 

EM2 causes judges tobehave contrarytothe interests ofjus- 
ticeby causingthemtoavoid~~arpositionsorbycaus- 
ing themto wgrandstand" to seek recognitim forpersonalor 
political gain. 

EM3 reduces efficiency in the administration of justice causing 
increasedcosts, increasedcaseprccessingtima,oradministra- 
tive difficulties (e.g. scheduling and other matters involved in 
acccmmdating EMC: requiremants). 
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Juror Effects 

Witness Effects 

Jury Effects 

Attorney Effects 

*Party Effects 
e 

Public Effect 

FIGURE I-lB 

DEFINITION/COWlXRI 

Distraction 
73eZ.sGnXi.n~ GflrmG - - - 

(undesired) _____w------ 
Difficulty in obtaining due to 
reluctance or contaminating 
media exposure 

Reluctance to testify 
-i&vc&~,s-h- - - 

testimony 
-~&f-ti~ss-in-tes~~ - - 

As decision-maker: 
Undesired influence 

As wurtroan lnmager: 
Difficulty maintaining control -- ------w- 
Diffk& in conducting an 
expeditious proceeding 

Presentational ability diminished ------------ 
Granstandingtimediaforper- 
sonalgain 

-y-loi;->L of --&g - - - - 

Partyasproceedingparticipant: 

Exploitation of media: in act of 
violence or disruption 

Asprospective participant: 

Reluctance to participate 

NEGATIVE IME'ACT I 

Reduction in decorun 
- 
ICj&ZceX7liZgG-Z - 
--v-w---- 
Jurymanagenentproblen 

Less evidence 
&? evid=cy, ?ks%z&- 
evidence 
w-----e-- 
Incorrect evidence, 
damage to litigants 

Injustice to litigants 
due to decision bias * 

~jGt~e-tcX~g~ts - 
due to capability 
deficiency 

Reduction indecorun{, 
YoStdelay- - - - - 

Advccacy impairment 
-&,,---g~mt - - 

v-----m-- 

Potential danger topar- 
ticipants, reduction in 
deconm, and efficiency 
loss 

Reduction of effective- 
ness and usefulness of 
judicial system 

*"Party effects" may also be construed to include impact of EMC on party's con- 
stitutional rights, reputation, and well being; however, these impacts are 
ultimate concerns, not behavioral effects. The role of the party as "receiver" 
of justice with media exposure is in the mode of a dependent variable while tech 
other effects in this figure are in themodeof independent variables. 

-8- 
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TEL. 290-4101 

May 25, 1982 

John C. McCarthy 
Clerk of the Supreme Court 
State Capitol 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Dear Mr. McCarthy: 

In accordance with the Order of the Chief Justice 
dated March 5, 1982, relative to the hearing on cameras in 
the courts, I am filing herewith an appendix which will 
supplement the remarks I expect to make on June 4, 1982. 

I am not filing a brief in this matter, as the brief 
heretofore filed by Judge Godfrey before the Commission 
was adopted as the brief of the Minnesota District Judges 
Association at one of its meetings, and that brief may 
serve as the brief before the Supreme Court at this time. 

All documents, including this letter, are herewith 
filed in ten copies in accordance with the Order of March 
5, ,1982. 

Yours very truly, 

HS/sj 

Enc. 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF D;ZLnWARE 

In re: Canon 3A(7) of the 
Delaware Judges’ Code of 
Judicial Conduct 

(5 . 
Q 
s 

f 

Before HERRMANN,. Chief Justice, DUFFY, McNEILLY, QUILLEN and . 
HORSEY , Justices. 

ORDER. 

day of January, 1982, 

Upon the submission of the “Report of the Bar-Bench-Press Confer- 

ence of Delaware’ on Television in the C&..&om, ” dated March 26, 19&,, 

attached hereto as Exhibit A, recommending a one-year experiment of 

television, radio, tape recording, and still photography news coverage 

(hereinafter “photographic and electronic news coverage”) of trials and 

appellate judicial proceedings in this State; and 

Upon due consideration of (a) the debate upon that Report at the Annual 

Delaware Joint Bar-Bench Conference between former-chief Justice England of 

Florida and Dean George Gerbner of The Annenberg School of Communications 

of the University of Pennsylvania in June, 1981; ‘(b) the public hearing thereupon 

held by this Court at which Professor Valerie P. Hans, Division of Criminal 

Justice and Department of Psychology of the University of Delaware, Professor 

Dan Slater, Depkrtment of Communication of the University of Delaware, and 

Mr. Sidney I-I. Hurlburt, Executive Editor, The News-Journal Company, 

appeared and testified in September, 1981; (c) the views and opinions of 

members of the United States Supreme Court on the subject of television, 

radio, and still photographic coverage of criminal trials for public broadcast, 
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I) * 

-‘\ 
in Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, .85 S.Ct. 1628, 14 L. Ed.Zd S-13 (1964) + ’ 

and Chandler v. Florida, 449 U. S. 560, 101 S.Ct, 802, 66 L. Ed.2d 

740 (1981); (d) activity in approximately 30 States, in recent years, relative 

to varying degrees of relaxation of the ban on photographic and electronic 

news coverage of judicial proceedings mandated by prevailing Rules such as 

Canon 3A(7) of the Delaware Judges’ Code’of Judicial Conduct, copy attached 

hereto as Exhibit B; (e) the official k&ions and policies. adopted on the 

issue of such. relaxation by the American Bar Association, the American 

Judicature Society, and the Conference of Chief Justices: and’ (f) the voluminous 

recent writings on &e subject, ’ 

IT APPEARS TO THE COURT: : 

(1). That as to proceedings before the’ Del&ware Supreme Court, by 
. . 

reason of technological advances, none of the dangers to fair trial that gave :’ .t- 

- rise to nation-wide adoption of Canon 3A(7) and its progenitors, and were 

visualized in the concurring opinions in Estes and acknowledged by the Court 

as possible in Chandler, are relevant enough to bar a t&t of photographic 

and electronic news coverage of appellate proceedings before the Delaware 

Supreme Court, subject to spzific and detailed guidelines which .the knch- 

Bar-Press Conference is hereby requested to ‘propose, in consultation with 

representatives of all news media involved, for- approval by the Supreme Court; 

and that to that end, Canon 3A(7) should be suspended for a period of 1 year 

as to appellate proceedings before the Delaware Supreme Court; 



(2) That as to trials, however, the “mischievous potentialities 

fof broadcast cove.ragel for intruding upon the detached atmosphere which 

should always surround the judicial process” (Estes v, Texas, 381 U, S. 

at 587, 85 S.Ct. at 1662) may not be lightly disregarded; that still’clearly 

relevant are two possible threats to a defendant’s conMtutiona1 right to a 

fair trial recognized in the concurring opinions in Estes, namely: (a) pas- 

sible adverse psychological impact upon the public arid upon participants in . 

the trial, especially jurors and witnesses; and (b) possible prejudicial 

publicity and violation of rights of privacy of participanzs iri the trial,. 
: 

especially of jurors and witnesses; 

(3) That as to these fair-trial dangers, which rr,ay reasonably apply 

to all trials - criminal and civil,’ jury and non-jury - there is little or no 

comprehensive empirical data; that ‘tit is clear that the genzral issue of the 

psychological impact of broadcast coverage upon the pzxticipants in a trial, 

and prticularly upon the defendant, is still a subject of sharp debate”: and 

that even the Florida Supreme Court, a leader in the field, has conceded the 

data of psychological impact upon trial participants of IZs experiments in 

photographik and electronic news coverage, were “&-nired”and “non-scientific, sf 

See Chandler v. Florida, 101 S.Ct. at SlO, f. n. II, and 811; 

(4) That as to these dangers to the constitutional right of fair trial, a 

matter of vital importance in the administl%tion of justice of course, an 

“experiment .‘I in the subject field shottlcl be an “esperilncnt ” in the scientifically 

adequate and acceptable sensd of the word - including scientific controls and 
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scientific evaluation which meet advanced testing techniques and requirements _ l 

of the social sciences; 

(5) That apparently, of the jurisdictions which have conducted, or are 

now conducting, experiments in the. subject field, most include ‘attitude 

surveys” - but, insofar as this Court is aware, none constitutes a study 

employing scientific experimental design techniques necessary to produce an 

acceptable objective. evaluation of the psychological effect of photographic 

and elisctronic news media coverage @on the public and the pa rtkipants in . 

trials: 
. 

(6) That the offer of the Bar-Bench-Press Conference, to “make itself 

availabl’e to monitor the experiment and to submit a report at least one month 

before the end of. the experiment as to its recommecdation, ” althou$ generous, 
* . . 

is not an acceptable substitution for such a scientific espximent upon which “1 . 

to base an informed policy judgment; 

(7) That by Resolution adopted in February, 1981, the Board of 

Directors of the American Judicature Society declared that thz effect of 

“camera coverage of judicial proceedings” on the “viewing and listening 

public and on courtroom participants has not been conclusively established”; 

it urged “those court systems permitting camera coverage of judicial pro- 

ceedings to undertake scientifically-based research and evaluation to determine 

its effect on the viewing public and on courtroom participants”; and the 
. 

Directors resolved that the Society should “continue its role in encouraging 

a rid working wit% other agencies, including various court systems, to c,apturc 



and analyze empirical data on the impact of televised judicial proceedings 

upon which informed policy judgments can be based I’; 

(8) That Dean Gerbner of The Annenberg School of Communications 

of the University of Pennsylvania, a recogn-ized authority in the field, advises: 

“Neither history nor existing research support the l 

contention that television coverage of courts would enhance 
. fairness, protect freedom, increase public understanding, 
or promote needed court reform. Only an immediate 
moratorium on televising trials can give us the time and 
the opportunity we need for responsible action. 

“In the face of demonstrated conflicts and incalculable 
risks, the burden of proof must shift from the potential 
victims to the proponents of trials by television, An inde- 
pendent scientific investigation is what we need now, both 
to analyze a representative sample of televised rrials and 
segments of trials and to assess conceptions of 81e judicial 
process that television trials cultivate in the minds of the 
viewers, as well as the minds of participants. Until we 
undertake such research and until it disproves reasonable 
expectations about TV’s effects, we should prevent tele- 
vision from remaking our sys tern of justice in its ow12 

image. ‘y 
. 

See American Judicature Society Journal, Vol. 63, No- 9, April, 1980. 

(9) That Dean Gerbner has also advised waiting for the outcome of 

a scientific evaluation of one or more of the experiments now being conducted 

in other jurisdictions, rather than commencing stifl another experiment in 

this State of photographic and electronic news media coverage of trials, 

concluding: 

“I think it is imprudent; I think it is historically short- 
sighted; I think it is institutionally reckIess to further extend 
the experiment until the evidence is in, and to use our de- 
fendants as guinea pigs. ” 
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(!O) That Professors Mans and Slater of the University of Delaware 

have advocated only a scientifically-based experiment if any experiment 
. 

at all is to be held in this State of photographic and electronic news media 
. 

coverage of trials; 

(11) That, because of inconclusive returns from esperiments a.lready 

undertaken in various States, the Federal Courts and the House of Delegates . 

of the American Bar Association remain opposed to change’of the present . 

rules prohibiting camera and radio coverage of trials; that in the surinner of 
. 

1980, the President of the American Bar Association “stressed the need for a 

carefully planned collection and analysis of objective data dealing with the 

impact of camera coverage on trial #oceedings” and “lamented the fact 

that the on-going national. debate on the subject did not have the benefit of . . 

hard data upon.which responsible judgmentscould be made”; 
5 

(12) That although the Conference of Chief Justices, ‘by Resolution ““’ 

adopted in 1978, favored amendment of Canon 3Ac/) to allow photographic 

and electronic media coverage of judicial proceedings subject to the discretion 

of the highest appellate court in each State, that Resolution was not adopted 

in the light of’ present circumstances and did little more than state the 

St2 tls quo; 

(13) That the estimated cost of an adequate scientifically-based and 

evaluated experiment in this State has been found by Professors Hans ztnd 

Slater, after careful and appreciated study, to bz in escess of $25,000; 
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(14) That; in view of the foregoing facts and objective opinions, 

ano.ther experiment of photographic and electronic news coverage of trials 

in this State at this time, at such an expenditure, is at least inadvisable 

and at most risky as to potential adverse psychological effects upon the 

public and participants in trials; 

(15) That, accordingly, the recommendation by the Bar-Bench-Press 

Conference of a one year experiment in photographic and electronic news 

coverage of trials in Delaware must be found unacceptable at this time; 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED: 

(A) That Canon 3A(7) of the Delaware Judges’ Code of Judicigl Conduct 

be and it is hereby suspended for a period of one year, commencing May I, 

1982 and ending May 1, 1953, for appellate proceedings in the Delaware 

Supreme Court, under specific and detailed guidelines (see those adopted in 

New Jersq, California, and Florida) to be proposed by the Bar-Bench-Pxcss 

Conference, in consultation with rep*-- ,tsentatives of all types of Delaware news 

media involved, for approval by this Court; and 

(B) That as to all other judicial proceedings in this State, however, 

Canon 3A (7) shall remain unchanged and in full force. and effect until further 

Order of this Court. 

BY THE COURT: 
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I. 'INTIkDUCTION 

. 

*On November 24, 1978 Chief Justice Daniel I.. Herrmann 

of the Supreme Court of Delaware referred the subject of* . . 

television in the courtroom to the Bar-Bench-I'ress Conference of . . , . 
Delaware for study and recomn&tdatioq. .O? April22, 1980 the . 

Chief Justice recluested that the report be deferred pending the 

. decision of the United-States Supreme Court in Chandler v.' f 

Florida, 49 LW 4141 {January 26, 1981). Now that Chandler has 

been decided, the Bar-Bench-Press Conference hereby submits its 

report . 

The Bar-Bench-Press Conference is a voluntary group of 
. ' 

. . 
: . .' latryers (3), judges (3) and news representatives (6) interested 

: 
. . in the'conduct of open, fair and impartial court proceedings. 

. 

In its study of the issue of television in the courkroom, the 

Conference reviewed the law (Section II), conducted a technical . 

feasibility study (Section III), and undertook a survey of ,the .- 

opinions of all Delaware latryers, judges and news 

representatives \Jho chose to particgpate. (Section XV); The 

Conference's un&imous recommendation (S'ection V) is that on a 

strictly-controlled basis the Delaware courts should permit e 

television, radio and tape recording, and still photography for' 

a test or trial period of one year from September 1, 1981 

through August 31, X982. A proposed court rule 'for the trial 

period is set forth in Section VI. 

. 

. 

-I. 



xx. THE LAW ON ELECTRONIC COURTROOM COVERAGE 

Ln Chandler, supra, the United States Supreme Court 

held unanimously that each state may decide for itself whether 

to experiment with electronic coverage of court proceedings, . 

free of the risk that such coverage constitutes a per se . 

violation of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 

Some thirty states now permit electronic courtroom 

coverage in some form, but Chandler neither endorses nor,. 
. 

invalidates it. Eventually the United States Supreme Court may 

hold that the First and Sixth Amendments mandate the entry of 

the electronic media into judic,ial proceedings, inasmuch as in 

Richmond Newspapers, Inc. v. Virginia, 100 S. Ct. 2814 (1980), 
L 

the Court established a constitutional right of access 

generally. However, Nixon v. Varner Communications, Inc., 435 

u. s. 589 (1977), and footnote 12 of Justice Powell's dissent in 

Bates v. State Bar of Arikona, 433 U. S. 350 (1977), produce 

uncertainty as to whether the constitutional right of access 

applies to any but the print media. What remains clear after 

Chandler is that the courts must see to it that any coverage by 

the electronic media is consistent with 'a defendant's right to a 

.fair trial in each particular case. 



III. TECHNICAL PEMIBILITY 2, . 

In early 1979 Keith D. Humphry, then'News Director, 

WHYY-TV (Channel 12), undertook a study of light, acoustics and 

space features of Delaware courtrooms. He concluded that "there 

are no insurmountable logistical problems in television coverage 

in Delaware's court rooms.M * 

New Castle C.ounty Superior Court room 5, 6, and 7 are 

ideal for electronic coverage, but the other Superior Court 

rooms'would need upgrading, parti'cularly as to lighting, for 

judicial proceedings to be covered by the electronic media. 

Kent Coun.ty Superior Court room 2 is ideal for television 

coverage. The Chancery Court rooms have adequate lighting, but 

the audio system might need some work, and spice limitations 

there would have to be given attention. 
I 

New Castle County 

Common Pleas Court room # 1 has lighting problems, but New 

Castle County~Common Pleas Court room B 2 is fine for electronic 

coverage. The Kent County Common Pleas Court room could provide 

adequate*illumination if the blinds were adjusted properly. * 

Wilmington Municipal Court has a good audio system, and it also 

has a TV monitoring system which works well, at least as to the 

public seating area. 

The Supreme Court of Delaware has an existing audio 

system that is more than adequate.. There is also sufficient 

room in the courtroom to accomodate a television camera and its 
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operator. Present lighting is insufficient, but the wall 

fixtures could be altered to throw more light on critical areas, 

It is the recommendation of the ConfeSence that the 

news media be solely responsible for any expenses necessary to 

accommodate electronic courtroom coverage. 
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IV. OPINION SURVEY 

A survey was conducted during the summer of 1980 by 

means ofa mail questionnai.re sent to all members of the _ 

Delaware State Bar Association, to members of the state' 

judiciary and to news media 'organizations that cover Delaware: 

The number of questionnaires sent and returned,'and the response 

rates', were as follows: 

SENT RETURNED RESPONSE RATE . 

Lawyers 1,1;; 444 
Judges 
Media Orgs. 43 . ;81 

%$ 
40X . 

The survey asked the three groups for their opinions on 

the question of television coverage of the cour,ts. . 
Specificaliy, it asked respondents whether they would favor a 

change in court rules to allow television coverage, voice 

recording or still photography'in the courts. It also asked .' 

whether they would favor an experiment here to test the effects 
. 

of such coverage. 

The survey included a number of questions designed to 

explore the basis ,of respondents' attitudes toward television in 

the courts. Other questions asked how the groups would react to 

experimental television coverage if it were allowed. Finally, a 

number of demogaphic questions were included to help determine 

if there were.differences in attitudes among sub-classes of the 

three groups. 

Here are some of the major findings of the survey: 



Among all the respondents, 60 percent opposed an 

outright change in the rules, 26 percent favored a change and 

the rest were undecided or had no answer. Among lawyers, 64 

percent opposed a change and only 23 percent favored such a 

change. For judges, 25 percent favored and 46 percent were 

opposed. For the media,.81 percent favored a rules change and 

10 percent opposed it. 

. 

Attitudes toward an experiment were more favorable. 

While opposition was two to one against a rules change, the 

survey found opinion evenly divided among all respondents toward 

an experiment. Forty-five percent favored it and 46 percent 

were opposed. Among the lalvyers, 49 percent were opposed and 43 

percent favored it.. For judges, 58 percent favored an 

experiment and 36 percent were opposed, and for the media 81 

percent favored an experiment and 20 percent were opposed. 

Attitudes among all three groups seemed to be strongly 

held on this subject. Those lawyers and judges opposed to the 

introduction of television coverage were against a rules change 

and also opposed any experiment. The more favorable sentiment 

toward an experiment resulted from laqers undecided on the 

rules change switching over to favor an experiment. 

There was little difference between the attitudes 

toward television coverage in the courts and the attitudes 
l 

toward voice recording and still photography. In fact there was 

less support for the latter two than for television. 
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Differences were observed among. lawyer groups in their * 

attitudes toward television, although the majority of each group 

was opposed to both a change and an experiment. Younger lawyers: 

tended to favor television, as did those from smaller firms. 

Older lawyers and those from large firms were.more likely to 

oppbse it. 

The majority of Superior Court and Family Court judges' 

favor an experiment to test television in the courts. 

Defense lawyers‘tended to.be,more f&orabl& tdward a' 

change in rules to allow TV, while prosecutors were more.likely 
. 

to oppose it, although the majority of both groups opposed any 

change. . 

Respondents did not know the extent of experimentation . . . 
and rules changes in other states. When asked how many states 

had made changes, only 3 percent correctly answered more than 20- 

The survey found strong sentiment in favor of requiring 

the consent of all parties to a case before television coverage 
. . 

is allowed, in the event of a rules change or experiment- 

Seventy-six percent favored such consent. 

Attitudes of lawyers and judges toward a rules change 

or an experiment tended‘to correlate with their attitudes toward 
. 

the performance of the news media. Those critical of the' 

media's performance tended to be more strongly opposed. 

No information is available on the attitudes or 

characteristics of'the non-respondents to this survey. 
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v. RECOHMIWDATIONS 

As noted at the outset in the Introduction, the 

Bar-Bench-Press Conf'erence recommends that the courts of * 

Delaware, during a trial period of one year beginning September 

1; 1981, permit electronic coverage of judicial proceedings. 

Actual television coverage is likely to be spotty, 

particularly after'the novelty wears off. Delaware has just one 

public television channel, and'no commercial channels apart,from 

cab'le. Channel 12 maintains a rather low profj.le in Delaware, 

and the Philadelphia commercial stations cover Delaware news 

rather Infrequently. Accordingly, the burden on the judicial 

system of accommodating television is likely to be modest in . 

Delaware. 

Still photography, if permitted, is likely to be taken 

advantage of to a considerable extent by the print journalists. 

Newspapers, as well as radio stations, are also interested in 

audio equipment to.make the task of quick and accurate reporting 

easier. 

It is the unanimous judgnent of the Conference that the 

Court rules for the one-year trial period should provide that, _ 

arrangements for electronic coverage in each particular case de 

in the exclusive control of the presiding judge, after hearing 

from the litigants and the interested news representatives. To 

require the consent of all parties would mean that in practice 



here in Delaware there would be little or no coverage, given the 

extent of the opposition reflected in the survey. (Florida 
experienced an inability to obtain such consent-, before the 

Florida Courts dropped that requirement. See Chandler, supra.) 
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VI. PROPOSED COURT RULE 

Canon 3A.(7) of the Delatra're Judges' Code of Judicial 

Conduct currently prohibits "broadcasting, televising, recording 

or taking photographs in the courtroom and areas immediately 

adjacent thereto during sessions of court or recesses between 

sessions." Hodeled after the Florida rule, the Bar-Bench-Press 

Conference recommends that the Delaware Judges' Code be amended 

for the period of September 1, 1981 through August 31, 1982,,by 

suspending Canon 3A.(7) in its entirety and temporarily adopting 

a new Court rule as follows: . 

(1) A judge may permit broadcasting, televising, 

recording, and taking photographs in the courtroom and areas . 

immediately adjacent thereto with the same limitations in the 

interest of the fair administration of justice as are applicable 

to the press and public generally, subjedt to the following 

standards: 
. 

(a) Interested news representatives shall petition the 

presiding judge for permission to cover the judicial proceeding 
1 

electronically; 

(b) The presiding judge shall give all interested 

parties and participants an opportunity to be heard on the 

petition(s) for electronic coverage, but the final decision as 

to coverage rests with the presiding judge alone, and such 

decisions are not subject to,appcal or extraordinary writ by 

news representatives during the period of the experiment; 



. 

m. : 

. . 

, ’ 

‘v (c) Not more than one television camera, operated by . l 

. 

not more. than one television camera person, shall be permitted 

in any court.proceeding. The arrangements for still c&eras and 

audio equipment shall be within the sole discretion of.the 

presiding judge. Any "pooling" arrangements among news 

representatives required by these limitations on equipment and 

personnel shall be the sole responsibility of the'news media 

without intervention 'by the presiding judge; 

(d) No supplemental lighting devides and no 
. . 

distracting sounds shall be permftted in conhection with 

electronic courtroom coverage; 

(e) Photographic, audio and other equipment shall be 

positioned in such location as shall be designated by the 

presiding judge; 

'(f) There shall be.no audio pickup of conferences 

between counsel and client, between co-counsel of the client, 

between counsel and the presiding judge held at the bench, of 

members of the jury, and of any other person (including * 

witnesses) whom the presiding judge in his sole discretion in 

any particular case orders protected from electronic coverage; 

(2) Every presiding judge shall keep accurate‘records 

on forms provided by the Administrative Office of the'courts of 

all applications made pursuant to these rules, and pertinent 

data of all instances when broadcasting, televising, recording, 

and photography is permitted pursuant to these rules. 'Such 

reports, including any written comments receiired by'the 
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presiding judge from any of the participants or observers, shall 

be submitted to the Administrative Office of the Courts on a 

monthly basis. 

*(3) The Bar-Bench-Press Conference shall make itself 

available to monitor the experiment and to submit a report at 

least one month before the end of the experiment as to its 
. 

recommendations. 

. 



DELAWARE JUDGES* CODE 
OF . 

JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

Canon 3 A(7) : 
-. 

“(7) A judge should prohibit broadcasting, televising, recording, 
or taking photographs in the courtroom and areas im- 
mediately adjacent thereto during sessions of court or 
recesses between sessions, except that a judge may au- 
thorize: 
(a) The use of electronic or photographic means for the 

presentation of evidence, for the perpetuation of a 
record, or for other purposes of,judicial adminis- . 
tra tion; 

(b) The broadcasting, televising, recording, or photo- 
graphing of invest&a the or ceremonial proceedings; 

(c) The photographic or electronic recording and repro- 
duction of appropriate court proceedings under the 
following conditions : 
(i) The means of recording will not distract par- 

(ii) 
ticipants or impair the dignity of the proceedings; 
The parties have consented, and the consent to 
being depicted or recorded has been obtained 
from each witness appearing in the recording and 
reproduction ; 

(iii) The reproduction will not be esliibited until after 
the proceeding has been concluded and all direct 
appeals have been eshausted; and 

(iv) The reproduction c’ill be exhibited only for- 
instructional purposes in educational institutions. ” 



Remarks Of 

Dr.'George Gerbner, Dean 

of the Annenberg School of Communications 
. . 

of the University of Pennsylvania 

at the Annual Delaware 

Joint Bar-Bench Conference 

on: June 3, 1981 
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Chief Justice Herrmann, Chief Justice England, members : .' 

y * 
of the Bar and Bench, Mrs. England, !4rs. Cerbner: . 

If you ever needed a demonstration that the media take 

over and dominate the proceedings, this is it. You may recall 

that we started at ten past four, and I understand that it ,is -. 

now ten past five. I understand that you wish to adjourn at 

five twenty-five. So I have to be very short.. 

You have just witnessed - actually I am taking what I - . i 
consider to be the cautious and fair approach, but 1 am $orced 

. 
into looking at the other side of the coin in a number of important 

respects. You have just witnessed a television demons,tration 

brought to you by the American Broadcasting Company - that well- 

known charitable organization and impartial bystander in this 

case that has nothing but the administration of justice as its ' 

primary mission. You have seen a number of scenes ihat I think 
. 

can be considered only as a red herring non 
- . . 

issues, . . 

I am very pleased to be sharing this platform with Chief 

Justice-England because I think that his moderate approach in 

Florida, and particularly his efforts.to pravide a standard for 

what he considers to be a qualitative difference between television 

cameras,in the courtroom and other forms of trial publicity, is a 

significant if not the key issue in the case. My contention is that 

those qualitative standards, those qualitative differences on 

one hand, are very obvious and I will mention them, and on the other 

hand, are non-measurable and not to be judged by personal impression, 

by vague 'and hazy recollection, or by affidavits bas'ed on other 

peoples' personal impressions. But they have to be judged on the 

basis of appropriate scientific evidence which we do not have 
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and which it is my interpretation of the Chandler decision of the 

Supreme Court are desired and urged upon the States - in order to 

experiment, in order to provide the kind of basis on which we can 

judge. Now if you don't mind, although I understand that the 

modern television cameras do not need the big lights of former . . 
years, it is very hot here. . And if you don't mind, I'm going to 

remove my coat, and let me invite you - those of you in the 

audience who are also warm - to do the same. 

The great historical transformations of all time are 
. 

usually invisible, not perceived by those who take part in them, 

judged on the basis of the immediately apparent and usually ' 

obsolete 'short run considerations. I believe that that is the 
- 

case today. What is at issue, and I am a communications researcher 

. been studying not the courtroom but television the past ten 

or eleven years - the kind of.system that television is and what 

happens when you plug another institution into that‘system. 1"IY 
contention and my reason for urging caution and the kind of 

experimentation that can produce credible social scientific 

evidence on the basis of which prudent and controlled judgments 
3-S . . 

can be made/that the issue is not simply a kind of minor public- 

spirited improvement in the openness of the courts or of our 

government. The issue is an irreversible, you cannot go back, 

major transformation of an institution which is what we call the 

administration of justice. By being plugged into another institution 

whose system is one of entertainment and sales, whose mission,- 

while worthy on its own, is incompatible by and large, which 

eventually takes over and takes control of the matter unless the 

cautionsand the guidelines are carefully designed and strictly 

implemented. 



We all agree that this is not a First Amendment issue,and I -. 
don't have to dwell on that. Let us also agree that this is not an' 

issue anymore of the intrusiveness of television cameras, of 

their creating what is sometimes called.acircus atmosphere of trials. 

Although I must say that at least in the Estes decision the circus 

atmosphere was not the primary basis.. The primary basis for Estes, 
. 

if you read the majority'and concurrent opinions carefully, are- . 

haveto do with the.psychological import and implications and indeed 

the political implications of the difference between speaking to . 
. . . 

millions with all the ramifications of that and addressing yourself 

to the people and the issues at hand in the court. So we're not' 

dealing with the obtrusiveness, of.the old technology. We're not 

even dealing with video recording. Few people se'em to be aware of 

the fact that Canon 3A (7) of the Code of Judicial Conduct already 

.permits of the video recording of trials and,their broadcast for . 

informational and educational purposes after the trial is over . . . 

and all appeals have been exhausted and yet we never see these. . 

So we are really not even dealing with the possibility of video 

recording of the trial because that can already be arranged. We're' 
* .- 

certainly not dealing with a possibility of setting tip a media 

room in which media personnel can relax by closed circuit.' That . 

can be done'now a&l I see no objection to that. We're not dealing 

with open government'either. Legislative hearings, Congressional 
the . 

Committee hearings,/broadcasting of legislatures is an entirely 

different issue and it only obscures and obfuscates what we're 

actually dealing with. Because in a legislative matter the ultimate 

authority is the voting.public and the voting public is therefore 

entitled to arguments as they come from the mouths of legislators 

. 
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and persons involved in those hearings. But' in a trial, 

particularly in a criminal trial, it's not designed for education, 

It is not designed for information. It is certainly not designed 

for entertainment. It is designed not to provide the public 

a final vote and voice or we would still be having show trials in 

a stadium. It is designed for one very simple purpose. It is the 

ascertainment of whether an individual indeed violated a specific - 

law at a specific time in a specific place as charged - not 

whether that person is a good or bad person.- not whether that 
. 

person is perspiring and therefore is fit to be seen as guilty - 
.' 

not whether that person is a popular or an unpopular' person and 

the act that he has. committed is a popular or an unpopular act, 

all of which are the dramatic considerations which become if.not 

the only but certainly the major reasons why television is even ,. ..' 
interested in broadcasting trials. If you remove and kind of 

peel off these non-issues there's only one sing1.e issue that 
. 

remains or one single area and perhaps two issues connected with 

it. The single area that remains and the most critical is the in- 

stantaneous televising of criminal'trials while the trials are on. 

That is typically what television cameras and television broad- 

casters want to do; Their primary interest is in rating, is in 

sales, is in entertainment. More and more even the journalists 

are,not in control of many of the local broadcasts. More and 

more not only the courts, but the people of the press, become 

camera crews and soundmen who are hired, trained, employed, and 

permitted to continue as long as they help the ratings of the . 

particular station. So more and more the question is who is 

going to select the trials, who is going to edit the trials, what 
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trials will be broadcast and what becomes-and I suggest that both 

in terms of the past and the future-inother states-but with 

. Florida you think of Zamora, Bundy, McDuffie - the sensational 

trials of violence,of sex, of the kinds that fit the mythology of " 

television ibout what crime reporting and courtrooms are all about. 

Now the qualitative difference between broadcasting criminal ' . 

trials by television and reporting criminal trials by journalists 
including television journalls ts 
/which, of course, they are now fair to do - free to do - only 

do much too infrequently. . The critical difference is clearly not 

in narration that they can do now. The critical difference is the 

sights and the,only qualitative difference is the sights, the 

sour&, 
. 

and the spectacle transporting an actual scene to the 

viewers and sights; sounds, and spectacle. I submit that 

qualitative critical difference has little or nothing to add _,,,+; 
. !. 

to the understanding of what is going on because that understanding' '. 

is based on certain propositions that are typically behind the. 

scenes. They are not there. They are invisible and they - the I 
addition tQ the substance of the issues in a trial.p,articularly 

in a criminal trial - the addition of the sights,, the sounds, what 

the defendant looks like, what the witnesses look like and how they 

act are the most prejudicial parts. They,are the very parts that 

if a Court could, would be excluded. However, the addition of 

the sights, sounds, and spectacle transform the events from the 

reporting of a trial into a television program. Once it becomes 

a television program‘it becomes selected and treated as a 

television program unless careful guidelines are implemented; and 

if it is selected, edited and treated as a television program, it 

will be like all other television programs. It will have to fit 



the image the mythology of the courts with which most of us have 

grown up - the Perry Mason mythology of the courts.Ot:herwise it 

'will not suit the purpose of ratings and of sales. And this is 

what our studies have shown. The television public is not only 

informed about courtrooms. It's only too well informed but'in 
. 

the wrong way. This is what television has done and when - and . 
it is entirely'free to do what it wishes to do. Let me'tell you 

that the average viewer of televisionsees 30 policemen, 6 lawyers 
. 

and 3 judges every week, week in and week out in highly illuminating 

detail and it is that fantasy - it is that fantasy by and large 

that is acceptable to .the large viewing public, as a television 
a -as 

program as credible ks real as unbias and/producing of 

ratings. So once television is established - once television 

acquires the right if not legally at least a.squattcr's right to. 

;. _' .make courtrooms into program originating locations. The courtrooms 
. 

become part of another system - an appendage of another system: 

'Arid the great question is not whether being an appendage of that 

other system they provoke riots. Clearly I think that is an 

extreme change. They may provide the spark but alone no single 

medium provokes a riot. The question and the major question is 

do they add to the'fairness to the defendant. In what way do 

they enhance the primary and only reason for a criminal trial, 

namely to produce evidence.and to consider evidence as free 

from pressure, as free from popular clamor, as free from the 

fear of returning to communities in an unpopular case,of being 

molested on the streets because everyone recognizes you if you . 

defend an unpopular client, of your children being stopped,as 

has happened in many states,in the schools if you happened to be 

a lawyer defending an unpOpUlar client,as free from these 
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extraneous,influences no matter how much pub,lic curiosity they . 

satisfy as. possible. Do they enhance fairness and secondly do 

they correct rectify or confirm-the way in which they are 

selected and edited-the mythology of trials that the public 

ho& very strongly.. These are then the principal issues on 

which I would claim the evidence is not'available. The a 
verdict is not in and I think Chief Justice'England is ., 

quite understandable from my point of view in recalling those 

incidents from the many thousands of broadcasts in Florida that' 
. 

after all defend a position over which he has presidedinwhich 

he has such a strong vested interest. I think that it may be . . . . _' 
entirely correct - it may not, if the Florida'experiment was 

not an experiment in the proper sense, in the scientifically 

adequate and acceptable sense in the word. Twenty'eight states 
.C 

or p,erhaps by now twenty-nine have launched so-called experiments -:!:I . . . ': . 
and none of them had any controls, none of 'them had independent % ' 

evaluation not paid for by the proponents, none of them had 

focused on the difference between television reporting a trial 

by the television journalists witnessing and then going on camera 

to report it and the additional sights and sounds, None of them . . 
had tested the actual effects of - not of the cameras - but of. 

the knowledge that they are speaking to millions of people-on 

the judges, and the juries and the witnesses and the defendants'. 

All of the surveys including the Florida survey asked people.what 

did you think, did it prejudice you, did it inhibit you, did it 

make you bias. One of the first rules of social science is 
. 
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that when it comes to psychological effect, when it comes to 

the recognition of'the political stakes involved for judges, 

attorneys, states' attorneys, and SO onthat'the least.conclusive 

evidence is one'sown impression of the effect on one's self of 

what one is undergoing that this cannot be taken at face value. 

None of the states have done this kind of experiment, The 
- . 

kind of experimentation that has been going on I can only liken to 

a pharmaceutical company mantifacturing a new drug,. to a food 
. 

company including a new chemical that is very - tastes.very good 
very 

and seems to be/popular and then just watching effect on . 

participants' - of clearly speaking to a-huge public to which 
_( 

they have to return, which will have to vote for them,.with which 

you'll have to live. Imperceptible except on a basis of controlled 

experimentswhich can be done and I think will be done. If 
: 
+.. nobody else will do it, we will do it. And secondly without the 

kind of testing that will ascertain whether indeed the additional 

sights and sounds, to the normal procedures of reporting on trials 

by broadcasters as well as everyone else.lJith the addition of 

sight and sound and spectacle and the transformation of a' 

journalistic report into a dramatic program genre; corrects and 

rectifies or confirms by what appears to be real but is highly 

selective analysis the mythology of the courtrooms. Until 

that evidence is in and it may take two or three years but 

it's not a long time for the kind of institutional transformation 

that is at risk. Until that evidence is in, I think it's 

impudent to extend any further - there are enough states that are 

engaging in this that provide a good basis for the scientific 
thn t need 

.experiment, / to take place. ' I think it is'impudent. I think 



it is historically short-sighted. I think it is insti,tutionally . 

reckless to further'extend the.exheriment until the evidence is 

in and to use our defendants as guinea pigs. Thank you. . 

. 

. . 
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FOR THE NAT I ONAL SCI ENCE FOUNDAT I ON, 
LAW 4, SOCl AL SCIENCE PROGRAM -_ . .- . . . 

Proposed Starting Date: September 1, 1982 

CAMERAS IN THE COURTROObl: 

A Proposal for Research 

. . -.. 

A ~01 laborktivo research project 6f the 
American Judicature Society and The Annenberg 
School of Communications at the University 
of Pennsylvania, 

George Gerbner, Dean 6 Professor. 6f 
Communications, Annenbers School 
of Communications, University of 
Pennsylvania 

and John Paul Ryan, Director of Research. 
American Judicature Society 

. 
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We propose a basic social scientific study of the consequences 
of televising trials for public understanding of courtroom 
procedure and the legal system. This study Is not I imited to the 
immediate and short-run effects of cameras upon participants in the 
courtroom. That problem has been studied but not resolved and we 
believe cannot be resolved in such a limited context. Our research 
encompasses that question within a new and more far-reaching 
context by investigating the consequences of television coverage 
for the long-range cultivation of ideas about courts and the 
administration of justice and hence ‘for the attitudes and behaviors 
of future participants in all courtrooms. 

The immediate context and urgency of the issue was noted when, 
on January 16, 1981, the Supreme Court of the‘ United States ruled 
that the Constitution dces not prohibit states from allowing 
television cameras to record and broadcast courtroom proceedings 
(~hansllec v. Ekida 1. The majority’s opinion noted that no 
emplrical data of sufficient validity have been offered to suggest 
that the televising of trials QQ~ SB affects the judicial process. 

The Supreme Court pointed out that the appellants mustered 
nothing except general ized al legations of prejudice deriving from 
the mere presence of cameras. But in terms of the larger question 
of the effects of the broadcast media on the judicial process, and 
the absence of persuasive empirical evidence, .-the Court repeatedly 
stressed that “further research may change the picture,w that a 
Constitutional ban on media coverage of trials could not be 
justif led ttwithout more proof than has been marshal led to date,” 
and that the full assessment of.television1.s impact on courts must 
“await the continuing experimentationtl (I). 

We propose to address the need for evidence noted by the Court 
and to contribute to the understanding of the nature and impact of 
televising courtroom proceedings. The main purpose of the proposed 
research is to subject to social scientific testing the theories 
advanced and at least implicitly accepted or assumed by the states 
that admit cameras but held unproven by the U.S. Supreme Court, 
and never before systematically investigated. 

Proponents claim that televis on coverage from within the 
courtroom is qualitatively different from other forms of publicity 
in that by conveying real courtroom procedure to mi I I ions of homes 
it has the capacity to enhance public understanding and reduce 
public misconceptions about the administration of justice while not 
necessarily interfering with what goes on within the courtroom. 
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Others concede that cameras in the courtroom do not necessarily 
interfere with the proceedings at the time, but question whether 
they improve public understanding and long-range fairness or 
Justice. Depending on the selection and editing of trials and 
scenes to be televised, cameras may even confirm or heighten 
misconceptions now cultivated, at least in part, by courtroom drama 
on television. . 

Thus we propose to conduct research testing theories about the 
public impact and long-range consequences of originating televisLon 

-broadcasts from inside courtrooms. The goa I of the research woul d 
be reached In three steps: 

(1) Analysis of the actual content of courtroom coverage; 

(21 Investigation of the policies and decision-making 
processes that determine selection, treatment, and editing of 
broadcast coverage; and 

(3) Research on the consequences of television coverage for 
the understanding of courtroom procedure and the legal 
system. 

. 

Trials holding a special interest for the public have 
historically received extensive coverage by the news media. Radio, 
newspapers, and most recently, television, have covered the trials 
of political dlssidents, public officials, and criminals charged 
with heinous offenses. But this coverage has usually been limited 
by the absence of cameras or other broadcasting equipment inside 
the courtroom itself. 

In the wake of photographic coverage of the controversial 
Hauptmann trial in the 1930’s, the American Bar Association in 1937 
adopted a Canon (No. 35) prohibiting ail photographic and broadcast 
coverage of courtroom proceedings. The canon stated that the 
taking of photographs was %aIcuIated to detract from the essential 
dignity of the proceedings... . 
mind of the publ lc” (2). 

and create misconceptions in the 
In 1952, the American Bar Association 

amended the Canon to prohibit television coverage as well (3). 
Though the ABA Canon has no force of law, it heavily influenced the 

federal judicial sys terns in their development and state and 
modi f icat Ions of procedural rules. 
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By the 1970’s, however, cameras slowly began to appear in the 
courtrooms of many states. Pressures from the television media for 
direct coverage intensified, as access was gained to the 
proceedings of other governmental institutions, including 
legislative bodies. The Conference of Ch ief Just ices in 1978 voted 
overwhelmingly to encourage state supreme courts to develop 
guidelines permitting camera coverage of courtroom proceedings. 
And ln the same year, the American Bar Association debated, but 
ultimately rejected, an amendment to Canon 35 to permit 

* photographic and electronic coverage under some circumstances. 

In the past three years, television coverage of courtroom 
proceedings has greatly expanded. Currently, about 35 states 
permit coverage of tr i al and/or appel I ate proceedings, unaer 
varying conditions and rules (4). Three committees of the American 
Bar Association are presently considering changes ln Canon 35 or ’ 
other codes of judicial conduct, so as to ref iect the w I despread 
presence of cameras In America’s courtrooms in 1982 (5). 

A broad range of concerns have been raised in discussions of 
the impact of television technology on courtroom procedures and 
judicial processes. The central issues represent a continuum from 
a rlmicro” focus on the internal workings and decorum of the 
courtroom to a %acrott focus on broad sot i al and cu I tura I ’ 
consequences. Distinctions among levels in this hierarchy are at 
best heuristic; the larger social and cultural climate may 
influence what transpires in courtrooms, and vice-versa. Thus, 
wh I le the two foci are related, most of the research and debate has 
been directed -- inappropriately, we believe -- at the effects of 
television cameras ui$hin the courtroom. This has ted to research 
which emphasizes individual cases, the sel f-reports of courtroom 
participants, and artificial experiments -- all of which produce 
little in the way of firm or generalizable findings (6). 

At the micro Ieve!, one early argument against permitting 
broadcast coverage of trials was that television equipment is 
bulky, distracting, and cumbersome (7). But today, the advances in 
broadcast technology are such that the required equipment is I ight, 
compact, and nonobtrusive. 

A related concern of critics is that the mere presence of 
television cameras is psychologically distracting to witnesses, 

‘J urors, attorneys, or even the presiding trial judge (8). Evidence 
derived from artificial experimental situations suggests that an 
obtrusively present camera may cause people to speak loaner than they 
do when the camera is hidden or when there is no camera at all (9). 

. 
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In any case, the Court in &an&r reviewed the relevant 
legal and empirical arguments and concluded that, whatever the 
potential dangers in this regard, no suff icientiy compel I ing data 
exist to support these contentions (10). 

Another concern is whether the presence of cameras impinges 
upon courtroom participants in undesirable ways. Judges and ch ief 
prosecutors are often elected (and may aspire to other offices), 
and defense attorneys may uti I ize the exposure to enhance their 
private practice. In short, television may offer these courtoom 
participants a powerful medium for exposure and possible political 
or personal gain. These considerations do not always coincide with 
the demands of justice or fairness. Such concerns have yet to be 
raised seriously in the legal I iteriture, but have been voiced in 
testimony before the American Bar Association’s recent hearings on 
cameras in the courtroom (11). 

At the next level of concern is the possibi I ity that extensive 
publicity may’damage a defendant’s ability to attain a fair trial 
(12). Of course, this is potentially true of any form of 
publicity, whether printed or broadcast, and whether emanating from 
within the courtroom or without (see, e.g., Sheapar$ v. !tb?M.ell) l 

The critical issue is not the ~UQUD~ of courtoom coverage, but 
whether coverage from within the courtroom mfght be qualitatively 
different from coverage without cameras present. Empirical 
information on these issues is totally lacking and will be 
collected in the proposed study. 

Finally, we reach the broadest level of concern. Trial 
broadcasts may be selected and editeci in such a way as to be more 
congruent with fami I iar dramatic representations of trials rather 
than actual trials in real courtrooms. Instead of clarifying myths 
and imprecise or false images about courts (131, such broadcasts 
could confirm and even increase those misconceptions, spread them 
more widely, and entrench them more deeply. 

What is needed is a rigorous, systematic investigation of the 
processes underlying the broadcasting of trial proceedings, the 
content of those broadcasts, and how the lessons contained in them 
counteract or reinforce the IeSsons cultivated by exposure to 
f lctional trials. The assumptions, images and expectations that 
may be cultivated by fictional courtroom dramas -- such as 
preconceived notions of innocence and guilt, the generation of 
boredom and restlessness when real trials are not fast-paced and 
dramatl c, the nature of ev idence, and the tendency for witnesses to 
expect to be tricked or ridiculed (14) -- need to be examined in 
light of the production, content, and consequences of exposure to 
actual trials on television. 

. 
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Television is our nation’s most common and constant learning 
environment, as well as the mainstream of the culture. In the 
typical American home, the set Is on for more than six hours each 
day, engaging its audience in a ritual most people perform w$th 
little selectivity or deviation. 

Presidents, policemen, judges, spies,’ and celebrities are 
familiar parts of a selective, synthetic, symbolic environment of 
enterta’lnment and news in which we grow up and learn most of what 
we know in common. The classif ications of the print era -- the 
relatively sharp differentiations between news and drama, for 
example -- do not apply to television. Heavy viewers watch more of 
everyth ing. Different programs complement and reinforce each other . 
as they entertain the same audiences and repeat similar 
propositions about life and society. 

Though television is only one source of citizens’ information 
about courts and law (151, it may well be the single most common 
and pervasive source of sha~,ed cultural myths and imagery. Typical 
viewers of dramatic network programs will see 30 police officers, 
seven lawyers, and three judges every week. Two-th irds of these 
lawyers work on criminal cases, mostly murder. 

. 

Over the‘ p&t twelve-years, Cultural Indicators research at The 
Annenberg School of Communications has found that the amount of 
time people spend ItI iving It in the world of television makes an 
independent contribution to their conceptions of social reality 
(16). Heavy viewers of television, even when other factors are 
held constant, report images and assumptions about crime and 
violence, interpersonal mistrust, occupations, age and sex-roles, 
health, science, and other issues which parallel television . 
portrayals (17). Television viewing, in short, absorbs a range of 
otherwise diverse perspectives into its patterned, standardized, 
homogeneous mainstream. 

The implications of these findings about television assume 
added Importance when, juxtaposed with the controversies over 
cameras in the courtrooms. What w I I I broadcasters show of 
courtrooms on the even I ng news? How will viewers assimilate those 
1 mages? 
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Besesr~b~Ques~h~s 

The questlon of the content of televised materials is a 
particularly controversial one, giving rise to debat,es about how 
the media i~i I I, In fact, portray courtrooms. The Supreme Court in 
Chandlec mmrked: . _ 

Selection of which trials, or parts of trials, to broadcast 
will inevitably be made not by judges but by the media, and 
w I I I be governed by such factors as the status and position 
of the accused--or of the v let lm; the effect inay be to 

~titillate rather than to educate and inform (18). 

In light of the policy issues and relevant prior research, we 
shal I address three broad empirical questions: (1) what is the 
content of television broadcasts of courtroom coverage; (2) what . 
are the institutional processes through which the television media 
select and edit courtroom materials for broadcast; and (3) what is 
the impact of these materials on the viewing audience’s 
understanding of the judicial system. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

. . 
. 

We propose to conduct empirical research into these three broad 
areas in two states -- one state that permits cameras inside the 
courtroom (for example, Florida or Rhode Island) and one state that 
does not (e.g., Illinois) (19). . 

. . 
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Extended, open-ended interviews will be conducted with members 
of the news media, including local television station managers, 
and the reporters and camerapersons regularly .assigned to 
courthouses. We wi I I conduct these interviews at each of the three 
television network stations in both of the research sites. We 
anticipate interviewing roughly ten or more persons at each 
station, with the actual number depending upon the size and 
internal structure of the stations. Some of‘these informants 
whom we determine, in the course of our interviewing, to be 
especially critical to the shaping of news about courts and the 
legal system,,wiII be interviewed more than once. 

These interviews w i I I focus on how judgments about 
%ewsworthinesstl are operational ized in the studio and in the 
f ieid. We will probe for the influences of external forces on 
definitions of newsworthiness, such as limited budgetary resources 
and technical constraints. We wil I also examine how the 
constraints of available time segments and scheduling influence 
definitions of news. Finally, we wil I examine how the commercial 
character of television and its concomitant quest for ratings 
af feet standards of newsworth iness. We w i I I probe these issues 
for the news arena in general, and for court/legal system news in 
particular (20). In the state permitting cameras inside the 
courtroom, we will particularly seek to determine the media’s 
view of how this innovation has impacted upon each station’s 
coverage of courts. And by comparing the responses and viewpoints 
of media personnel in the two states, we can further suggest how 
the availability of cameras inside the courtroom may influence the 
nature of television news coverage of courts and the legal system. 

Finally, we will also Interview a small sample of judges, 
prosecutors and defense attorneys in each of the two research 
sites. Our purpose here is to examine the relationships between 

. media professionals and courtroom Workgroup members who either 
have participated in televised trials (in the camera state) or 
who have been the subject of extensive television reporting of 
trials (in the non-camera state). We seek to understand--in both 
states--the process by which courtrooms and cases are selected for 
various types of television coverage. Is it the nature of the 
case, or the visibil ity of the victim or defendant or the 
personal ity of the trial judge, or the prominence of the attorneys, 
or some other mix of criteria that lead television stations to or 
away from particular court events? Thus, our Interviews w ii-h 
courtroom participants w i I I partial ly provide a much-needed check 
against the perceptions of television station,managers, reporters 
and camerapersons (21). 
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The content of three kinds of news program messages will be 
analyzed and compared. From a site in the state that permits 
television coverage of trials we will analyze (1) a sample 
of routine court news items on television that do not include 
direct broadcasts from the courtroom and (2) news items from 
telecasts made directly from the courtrooms~ The third kind will 
be a sample of routine court news items from the site’in the state 
that does not permit cameras in the courtroom. We thus will be 
able to conduct a comparative analysis to isolate key 
characteristics of televised trials and compare them with trials 
reported but not televised. This analysis will permit us to 
ascertain what aspects of courtroom procedures (e.g.,motions, 
hearings, trials, etc.) are selected for television coverage, the . 
demographic characteristics of televised participants and the 
wactlon structurel’ of the trial, including patterns of innocence or 
guilt. We shal I also compare the results of this analysis with 
empirical research findings on courts (221, and with images from 
television entertainment programs (see below). 

We will conduct message system analysis on a sample of 
programs selected from existing archives of prime-time network 
dramatic programs. Using the archive of 15 week-long samples of 
dramatic television programs aried between 1969 and 1981 available 
at The Annenberg School of Communications, we will analyze the 
portrayal of the courts and legal proceedings In a large sample of 
prime-time programs in which courts and trials appear. We will 
also examine the characters who populate these programs, in 
particular the characteristics of those who are cast in legal -- or 
court-related -- roles, such as judges, lawyers, defenoants, and 
witnesses. Message System Analysis methodology (sampling, 
training, etc. 1 is presented in detail in Appendix A. 

Surveys w’ill be conducted on random probability samples of 
citizens in the site in the state that permits television in the courts 
and in the one that does not permit televised trials. Approximate1 y 
500 to 750 interviews will be conducted in each site. In order to 
collect a substantial amount of information from. a large number of 
people in the most efficient manner, interviews will be conducted 
by tel ephone. We wil I design the questionaire and execute al I 
phases of the analysis; a professional survey firm wil I draw the 
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sampjes and do the actual interviewing. 

The findings from our two previous stages wll I be transformed 
into testable hypotheses about the effects of trial broadcasts. 
The dependent variables will be developed from the findings of the 
message system analysis. Based on the pat,terns observed in 
fictional television trials, and the ways in which they match or 
contradict the patterns presented in broadcasts of actual trials, 
we w i I I administer to respondents items that measure selected 
assumpt ions, expectat ions, and exper i ence w i th tour troom 
proceedings. Specifically, we will examine people’s knowledge of 
court procedures, presumptions about innocence and guilt, attitudes 
towards attorneys, and understanding of the purpose(s) of criminal, 
civil, and special ized (e.g., smal I claims or housing) courts. . 

The analytical strategy is based on a comparison of viewers who 
frequently watch televised trials with viewers who infrequently 
watch televised trials, controlling for demographic characteristics 
of viewers, overall levels of vlewing, and direct experience with 
courtrooms. In other words, we shall isolate patterns of responses 
to questions about courtroom procedure given by specific groups . 
who watch televised trials and compare them to patterns of 
responses given by similar groups of heavy and light viewers who 
&not watch real courtroom broadcasts. If televised trials improve 
understand i ng, the first group should reflect that in comparison to 
the others. For examp I e, highly educated I ight viewers of 
television may exhibit a more correct understanding of courtroom pro- 
cedure than both highly educated heavy viewers and al I less educated 
viewers. Where w i I I h igh I y educated frequent viewers of televised 
trials fit into that pattern? Will their understanding be superior 
to either light viewers or heavy viewers of television drama? Or 

_ will they tend to reflect the same (or greater) misconceptions as 
those who do not have televised trials available, on various levels 
of viewing and courtoom experience? 

. This approach will permit us to assess the basic educationai 
claim advanced by supporters of cameras inside the courtroom. We 
can determine whether exposure to actual trials on television 
counteracts, or otherwise mediates the cultivation of conceptions 
about courts and the legal process, taking a citizen’s direct 
experience with courtrooms and his or her personal background into 
account. 

The proposed research .wi I I have both pol icy and theoretical 
the scient i f ic understanding of how 
legal information and symbols in 

value. it ii I I contribute to 
television reports and shapes 
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prime-time entertainment as well as news programs. By doing so,- 
the research can fact I itate a better understanding betw8en’- 1oc.a): --‘$$x 
courts and the local media. The research can inform judges, court. -. 
administrators, and local television stations of informational or - 
ideological biases in television coverage, thereby providing a ” 1 
basls for corrective action. The research can also inform the wor’k 
of ,!ncreasingly prevalent bench-bar-media committees that struggle 
with the difficult issues of camera coverage .in local communities. 
Such committees look for guidance as to how to balance the rights”. 
of defendants, media requests for access, and the potential 
educational value to the local citizenry in individual instances. 
This research may also inform the decisions of future appellate . 
courts that are asked to weigh, in individual cases, the general 
educational benefits of camera coverage against the specific harm 
alleged by a particular defendant. 

We anticipate the broadest dissemination of the findings and 
policy impl ications from the study, to reach the .audiences of 
scholars, trial judges, court administrators,, news producers, and . 
appellate courts noted above. This wou.ld include -the pub1 ication 
of a monograph by the American Judidature Society, designed to 
inform and assist bench-bar-media commlttees. He would also 
Pub 
and 
med 

CP 

ish articles in the schol ar.ly journals of communications, law, 
the social sciences, and present papers at conferences where 
a and legal representatai ves normally attend. 

- The coll&boration of the American Judicature Society and The 
Annenberg School of Communications at the University of 
Pennsylvania unites two well-known institutions from the fields of 
socio-legal research and communications research, respectively. 

. Both institutions and their professional staffs have broad 
experience In .empirical research. The Annenberg researchers have 
pub1 ished extensively. in quantitative resesarch, whereas AJS has 
particularly emphasized qualitative research. 

l 

In the proposed study, AJS would bear the responsibi I i ty for 
the interviews of media. and court participants in the television 
trial research sites. The Annenberg School researchers would bear 
primary responsibility for the content analysis of television 
broadcasts and the viewer survey, with supportive assistance in the 
analytic and reporting phases from AJS. 
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FOOTNOTES . - 

(1) Chandl,er v. Florida, 49 LW 4146 

(2) The full text of Canon 35 is as follows: 

ltProceedi ngs in Court shou I d be conducted with 
,fitting dignity and decorum. The taking of 
photographs in the courtroom, during sessions of 
the court or recesses between sessions, and the 
broadcasting of court proceed i ngs are calculated 
to detract from the esse?tial dignity of the 
proceed i ngs, degrade the tour t and create 
misconceptions with respect t h ereto in the mind 

(3) 

(41 

. (5 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

. 

of the pub1 ic and should not be permitted.” 
62 ELEL~LA?LW, 1134-1135 (19371.. 

77 A,B,b,,Bep, 610-611 (1952). 

. 
Some states permit cameras on an experimental basis, whereas 
other states allow them on a permanent basis, In some states, 
only appellate proceedings may be covered; in other states, 
both trial and appellate proceedings may be covered. And in 
some states, most or all parties (e.g., the defendant, 
attorney, w i -Messes, and jurors) must agree to the cameras, 
whereas in other states the trial judge holds sole discretion. 
Thus, the range of conditions under which cameras are permitted 
is highly variable across the states. . 

1 The three committees are: Standing Committee on Association 
Standards for Criminal Justice; Standing Committee on Association 
Commun i cat ions; and Stariding Committee on Ethics and Professional, 
Reeponsibility. Each of these committees was represented at the 
American Bar Association’s “Open Meeting on Cameras in the 
Courtroom, I1 January 24, 1982 in Chicago. 

See, for example, Report of the Wisconsin Supreme Court 
Committee to klonitor and Evalute the Use of Audio and Visual 
Equipment in the Courtroom, Apr i I 1, 1979; also, A-Sample 
S~ry~y_Qf,~h~_@~~ii~deS_Qf-i~~iy~~~~l~-~~~~~i~~~~-~i~~-~~~~l~ 
1DYQlYiDQ_Ei~~~rQ~iC-~t~~i~-?D~-~~il,ehQ~Q~~~~~Y-~QY~t~~~-i~ 
Sel~~fed-EIQCida-CQ~K~~-~~~~~~D-~~l~-~~-l~~~-~~~-~~~~-~Q~-l~~~, 
prepared by the Judicial Planning Coordination Unit, Office 
of the Florida State Court Administrator, November 1, 1978. 

See, for example, the concerns expressed in Estes v. Texas, 
381 US 532 (1965). 

See, for example, Note, “Televised Trials: Constitutional 
Constraints, Practical lmyl ications and State Experimcntation,l* 
9 LQ~Q~~,~C~~~,L~~_~Q~ER~~ 910 (1978). See al so, Estos v,. Texas. 
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(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

. (12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

. 

(18) 

(19) 

. . 

James L. Hoyt, Wourtroom Coverage: The Effects of Being 
Teievised,tt 21 dQ~rnal,Qf-DrQ~~~as~i@g (19771, p.493. 

Chandler v. Florida, 49 LW 4147. 

“0 en Meeting on Cameras in the Courtroom,ll, .P see note 5 above. 

Th’is has been the primary concern, of course, in the legal 
I iterature. See, for exsmp I e, L. Tornquist and K. Griffall, 
nTeIevlsion in the Courtroom: Devil or Saint,tl 17 Willamezt~e 
Lahl-Be~Je~ 345 (1981 1; W. Stone’ and S. Edl in, “T.V. 
or not T.V.: Televised and Photograhic Coverage of Trials,” 
29 kkxcec-Lau,Beuim 1119 (1978). 

According to a recent national survey, 
“The general public’s knowledge of and direct experience 
with courts is iow.lt See Yankelovich, Skelly and White, 
Inc., ~ighligh~s,9f,~,~~~i~~l-~~cy~~-~f-~h~-~~~~~~l 
P~~lic,,~~~g~s,,La~u~t~*-~~~-~QDD~~i~~-L~~~~C~ 
(Wi I I iamsburg, Va.: National Center for State Courts), p.5. 

George Gerbner, “Trial by Television: Are We at the Point . 
of No Return?” ,luPicaiYre, Apr i I 1980, G&9,. 416-426, . 

Yankeiovich, Skel ly and White, inc. report that 

“formal education and the media are the public’s ’ 
principal sources of. information about courtsIt 
(p.91, see note 13 above. 

George Gerbner and Larry Gross, “Living with Television 
The Violence Profile.” ~aucD~l,af,CQDm~oi~~tiPD Spring . 
1976, pp.173-199. 

George Gerbner, Larry Gross, Michael Morgan and Nancy 
Signoriel ii, “The ~Mainstreamin~l of America: Violence 
Profile No. Il.*' ,k?urfml-Qf ,~QmDmicaItiQD, Fa II 1980, 
pp. 1 O-29; George Gerbner, Larry Gross, Nancy S ignor i el I i, 
and Michael Morgan, “Aging w ii-h Television: Images on 
Television Drama and Conceptions of Social Reality.” 
~Q~rDal,Qf,CQDDuRi~J~iQa I'linter 1980, PP. 37-47; 
George Gerbner, Larry Gross, Nancy S ignor iel I i, Michael 
Morgan, and Mar i I yn Jackson-Eeeck. “The Demonstration of Power: 
Violence Profile tb. 10.” ~QucDal,Qf-CnDD~ni~a~iQR, 
Summer 1979, pp. 177-l 96. 

Chandler v. Florida, 49 LW 4146-4147. 

The choi.ce of Florida is suGgested by the large amount of 
brdadcast coverage of courtrooms there, faci I itated by 
state court rules that do not require consent of the defendant. 
llllnols is suggested by its comparability with Florida along 
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(20) 

relevant demograhic factors such as population, urban-rural 
mfx, racial mix, educational level, etc. 

There is a slowly-growing ilterature analyzing how news Is 
reported, interpreted, and modified by the media. See, 
for example, G. Tuchman, &&iag,Ne~s (New York: Free 
Press, 1978); Herbert Gans, @ecidiDg,&h&!r,&~s (New York: 
Vintage, 1980); and D. Altheide, CrestiDg&alJ$y, 
@ever,ly Hil Is and London: Sage Publ ications, 1976). 

(22 

(21) The interviews will proceed from a flexible, loosely-structured 
interview guide. All interviews will be tape-reporded and 
transcribed verbatim for subsequent analysis. For a recent 
discussion of issues related to interview methodology, 
see Mfchael 9. Patton, P~ali~a~iue-EYal~a~iQ~-~~~hQ~~ 
(Beverly Hills and London: Sage Publications, 1980). 

1 We WI I I, draw upon reference I iterature that provides data on 
the proportion of criminal and civil case filings and trials, 
the proport ion of pleas, dismissals and trials, conviction 
ratios, the race, sex, and age of criminal defendants, etc. 
for the states and locales under study, or nationally if 
localized data are not avaitable. 
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lelewszon reshapes the way we perceive reality. 
Before we allow TV in even one more courtroom, 
we must know more aboul its effects on trials 
and on OUT image of justice. 



A clevision is moving into the American 
courtroom. The sudden rush seems to fly in the 
face of the known risks of prejudice, the cer- 
tainty of endless litigation, a decision of the 
Supreme Court, resistaiice on the fedeml level. 
and a vote last year by the American Bar Asso- 
ciation 10 uphold its advisory ban on cameras 
in the courtroom. 

Some speakers called the ABA stand “a rear 
guard action long after the dawn of the elec- 
tronic age.“‘ Since television made its claims 
on behalf of the public’s right to know, resist- 
;~nt ck!~,y;r!~s aPl>t’;tt.it:! to he in :I last-cjitc-h 
cIrE:iie 2s:airlTt the illwitahic n~tlch of free- 
dom. In the most widely reportecl comment, 
former FCC Commissioner and Washington 
attorney Lee Loevinger told the ABA delegates: 
“You’re fooling yourselves. I don’t think we 
have any choice. \Ve’ll continue to get televi- 
sion coverage whether we like it or not.“2 

Events may prove Loevinger right. Televi- 
sion has already entered courtrooms in the 
majority of states or is about to do so foi 
“eslxriments” whose long-range effects no 
one is prepared to evaluate seriously, No mean- 
ingful research has yet demonstrated the valid- 
ity of arguments for television trials or the 
benefits from trials already televised. No one 
has yet investigated the potentially far-rcach- 
ing social impact and institutional conse- 
quences of plugging the administration of 
criminal justice into a system geared to enter- 
tainment and sales. 

Our OrgdIlS of public discussion. the mass 
media, are hardly disinterested parties in the 
debate. They are not motivated, to say the least, 
to expose their own blindspots and limita- 
tions. As a result, the-public: debate has been 
conducted pn narrow, obsolete. and at times 
misleading grounds. 

l Freedom to report is not the issur. Journal- 
ists-both broadcast and print--are free to 

cover most trials. The fact that they choose to 
report only a few of the most dramatic OIK’S 

-- 

already warps public understanding of the 
judicial process. Television trials would not 
help that. They would only add audiovisuaf 
spectacle and further dramatic diversion to the 
reporting. 

l Obtrusive equipment and courtroom deco- 
rum are ILO longer issues. Video technolpgy can 
be unobtrusive and can even reduce the move- 
ment of reporters during the trial by providing 
monitors for them outside the courtroom. 

e Even video recording is not the issue. 
Canon 3A(T) of the Code of Judicial Conduct 
al:~acl~~ p3mi:s recortlin~ ;= of trials for ctlrc- 
caticltlat pLIrlJOSCS, so loi~g as the tapes ai’e 
shown after the trial and all appeals have been 
exhausted. 

The only remaining issue is whether the 
addition of video spectacle to thealready esist- 
ing press and broadcast coverage would reduce 
or increase the risk of prejudice and whether it 
woultl correct or further extend the viewers’ 
already distal ted ima,geof thecourt.That issue 
has beer‘ addressed&and then ignored. The 
Supreme Court has said that the sudden noto- 
riety of j udgcs, jurors, attorneys. and drfend- 
ants and “heightened public clamor” would 
“inevitably result in prejudice.“s And preju- 
dice could estend far beyond the courtroom 
since television profoundly affects the social 
and political climate and the institutional set- 
ting in which courts work. 

Altering the historic relationship 
Trials by television are likely to alter the his- 
toricrelationship bPtrwen twoinstitutions tllat 
have largely divergent and prtrtiallpco~~flicting 
functions. Popular entertaininent and new via 
mass media represent the conventional cultural 
pressures of t&e social order. The judicial pt’oc- 
ess, however, rcprrsenrs an effort to adjudicate 
individual cases according to law. That distinc- 
tion is CrliCiill to this \~*iiolc disciissioti. 

III criminal cases. the tnost likely to be Me- 
vixd. a fair trial means dettwnination of guilt 
of the specific offense charged. and not. as in 
gtwcwl entertainment and wws. tvhetlwr a 
lIcr,oII has done son~ething bad for which heor 
sham should he punishctl. In fact. a trial must 
proc~ecd as inclelwndtwrly as possible from 
<~f~II\TiltiOilill moral prewws :md thr pfqmlur 

clamor of the mornwt. X~l(&inq trial\ in;t\ ------..-. --r-.--~---L 
3. E\lt-i \. ‘Iiw\. 3x1 i’.S. xl”. .YlX- ID (l!JGJ. 



“for heaven’s sake, man, look asham; 
We’re being televised *’ 

Drawing by Levvin? 1979,The New Yorker Magazine. Inc. 

erode independence of judges to do justice in 
each case; it would do nothing to ensure 
greater fairness that existing media scrutiny 
could not do. 

The erosion of independence will be hard to 
track and difficult to measure. It will occur as 
television trials, despite any safeguards within 
the court.’ are selected and edited to fit the 
existing patterns of televison. We may be on the 
verge of drifting into a major institutional 
transformation while assuming that we are 
only making a few public-spirited adjustments. 

A review of research on the impact of televi- 
sion on American institutions shows that it has 
reshaped politics, changed the nature of sports 
and business, transformed family life and the 
socialization of children, and affected public 
security and the enforcement of laws.5 The 
debate.over cameras in the courts may be our 
last opportunity to consider the evidence al- 
ready available on the influence of television 
on public images of law and the courts, and to 
halt the rush toward televised trials until we 
can take a fresh look at the problem. 

4. Even safeguards.require vigorous enforcement, 
which is impractical. An analysis of the effectiveness of 
ABA and state press-bar guidelines covering the release of 
pre-trial information, and reported in bar and press polls 
to work “reasonably well.” found that 67.7 per cent of the 
stories violated the agreement. Tankard, Middleton and 
Rimmer, Compliance with .4merican flat Association Fait 
Trial-Free Press Cuidrlines. 56 JOURNALISM Q. 464, 468 
(Autumn 1979). 

5. Cornstork. The Impacl of Television on American 
Instilutions. 28 J. OF Coat. 12 (Spring 1978). 

Television as a system 
Television is our common and constant learn- 
ing environment. Our children are born into 
it. In the typical home, the family watches 
more than sis hours of TV a day in a ritual 
most people perform with little selectivity or 
deviation. 

Television demands no mobility, Iiteracy, or 
concentrated attention. Its repetitive patterns 
come into the home and show as we11 as tell 
about people and society. Presidents, police- 
men, judges, spies and celebrities are familiar 
partsof a selective, synthetic,symboficenviron- 
ment of entertainment and news irl which tve 
grow II~ and km tnm of what we fm.x~- irl 
common. 

Different kinds of programs serve the same 
basic formula: they assemble viewers and sell 
them at the least cost. The classifications of the 
print era- the relatively sharp differentiation 
between news, drama, documentary, etc.-do 
not apply to television. Heavy viewers watch 
more of everything. Different programs com- 
plement and reinforce each otheias Ihtii enter- 
tain the same audiences and repeat the same 
propositions about life and society. Mosr pro: 
gram foimulas present different aspects of the 
same symbolic world made to the samespecifi- 
cations of television and its sponsors. ‘- 

The process of socialization via entertain- 
ment is an exercise in social typing. It sets the 
norms of society by showing their frequent 
violations. Offenders and their;ictimscast for 
mostdramatic attention (or selected as “news- 
worthy”) tend to be those who fit established 
preconceptions.6 

Lessons in justice and power 
Most action on television revolves around 
somedemonstration of justiceand power. Vio- 
lence, the stock dramatic deviceof that demon- 
stration, gives us the cheapest and quickest 
lesson on who should get away with what 
against whom. Two-thirds 6f all niajor dra- 
matic characters are involved in some violence. 
When women and minorities are involved. 

6. Sec. e.g., Jones. The Press as rlfrttopolitan Mo,ri/ot. 
40 PUS. OPINIOS Q. 239 (Summer 1976): Smith, bhfkir 
Elements in Trlcvision 8~cu~s. 29 J. OF CWI. 55 (\\‘&rr 
1979): craher. Is Crime News Cotrrage Esctx~iz~r? 29 J-OF 
CO&I. 81 (Summer 19i9): blishra. HOU Commctical Telc- 
vision Networks Covet News 01 t.aw En[ottumrtr~. 56 
JOURSALISM Q. 61 I (Autumn 1959). 
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the!. are more likely to be Actirns than Gctim- 
izers, and they are generally underrepresented 
and devalued in many other ways.7 Casting 
and fate on television combine to present-and 
to cultivate-a social structure typically ruled 
by force and dominated by stereotypes. 

According toa study of television drama and 
the law by Albert S. Tedesco, crime on televison 
is not only much more rampant than in real 
life but also very different.* Television charac- 
ters are the targets of crime about 10 times as 
often as people in the real world. Nearly41 per 
cent of all tele\.ision crimes are murders; the 
rwsr Itztling crizne 2m0ttnts to 0111~ 5 ~“1 cent 

of all -11’ crimes. A disproportionate number 
of victims are whites. (In the real world, prop- 
erty crimes are most common and a dispropor- 
tionate number of victims are blacks.) 

Half of all television police make arrests 
each week, and nine out of 10 times they solve 
crime by making successful arrests. In real life 
the clearance rate is about 11 per cent. Arrest 
sends the suspect into a legal limbo. Tedesco, 
confirming other investigators, found that the 
police observe suspect’s rights in fewer than 
two in every 10 cases. 

Law in he world of television 
TyJGcal viewers of prime time and weekend 
daytime network shows alone receive the les- 
sons inherent in vivid images of an average of 
30 Jlolice officers, seven lawyers. and three 
judges every week.9 Rut what do they learn? 

A study of 15 prime time police programs 
telecast in one week found that in all but three 
the enforcers of the law routinely committed 
clear violations of constitutional rights.‘*The 
authors, an attorney and a law professor, 
conclude: 

‘i. Gerhncrand Signorielli. \YOBfEX ASD ~~ISORI~IES Is 
TELEIWOS DRAMA 1969-19X3. Philadelphia: The Annen- 
berg School of Communications. University of Pennsyl- 
vania. 1969. 

8. Tedesro.“Imagesof thebtatein Characterizationsof 
Police and L.e.gal Professionals.” doctoral dissertation in 
progrrsc. The Annenberg School of Communications. 
Uni\ersit) of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. 

9. These figures come from our data hank based on the 
annual monitoring of network television drama since 
1965. For a general description. see Grrbner. GIOW. Jack- 
son-Rrecl;. Jeffries-Fox. and Signorielli. Culturrrf Indirn- 
tars: ~‘ioknc~ Projite x’o. 9, 28 J. OF’COSI. liti (Summer 
19x,. 

IO. Awns and batsh. Maul TI’ Cops Flout thr Lttzb. 
SAWRDAI’ R~.vrerv. March 19. 1977. 

The overall image Ihat shows project is cleat I! 
one that is alien to the C:onstitution. Hartfly a single 
viewing hour passes without an ille,qal search. or a 
confession obtained by coercion. or the failure to 
provide counsel. \\‘arrants arc not sought or issuctl. 
arid harclly ;uiv mrntion is made of notifving sue- 
peers of their right against self-incrimirtarion. 

Scores of citizens uninvolved in the crime under 
investigation are roughed up, shaken down. or 
harrassed-by police. Homes, offices, and cars are 
broken into regularly-by police.. . . Every such in- 
vasion of personal privacy turns up the real. and 
usually demented. criminal, or is justified because 
the victim w:ts probably guilty of some crime any- 
way. Honest. law-ahitlin<g citizens are miracrtlousl~ 
11r\‘1’1 hllr-t t,y rhtw rlleti1ocl.i.‘~ 

The authors wonder if the daily obliteration 
of rights on TV may not be responsible for 
their casual violations in real life ant1 for the 
growing Jxessure on the courts to conform to 
the tough omniscience and omnipotence of 
television juslice.‘* 

On television, police are the law, virtually 
isolated from lawyers and the criminal justice 
system. In 157 crime programs studied by 
Tedesco a lawyer only once interceded in a 
police action against a citizen.ts 

Tele<Gsion lawyers are equally rem&id from 
real life. Consider these findings by Tedesco: 

l Two-thirds work on criminal cases, most]) 
murder, performing selfless service clefending 
needy clients. 

l Nine in 10 television lawyers are wealthier 
than their clients. Few work for the corpora- 
tions that in real life employ most lawyers. 

o Sis out of 10 lawyers defend clients wrong- 

II. /n..at 1.1. 
12. Broadcasting codes requiring that crimemust not go 

unpunished providea standard of justiceseen evrry day on 
television that noreal system of law enforcement can meet. 
(For the text of those codes, see Cassata and Asante. MASS 
COXILIUKICATIOSS: PRINCIPUX AND PRA~ICES. Appendix 
A. “The Codes.” NewYork: Marmillan. 1979.) 

.This idealized standard sets upcourtsasa di,&ppointing 
experience. See THE PURLIC IMAGE OF THB COURTS: HIGFI- 
IACHTS OF A NAUOXAL SURVEY OF THE CESERAL PL’EWC. 
JvDcF..$, I,A\VYERS. AKD COMMUNITY LEADERS Ii. Williamr- 
burg. \‘a.: The National Center for State Ckntrts. 1978. 

Televised trials selected to contrast legal complesitirs 
with the swift justice of Perry Mason would exploit that 
dissatisfaction. The suggestion that such espowre might 
hasten necessary reform does not jibe with past perfor- 
manct’. A romprehensive reviewrtincluties that “\Vith few 
honorable exceptions. journalists and broaclrastrrs de- 
faulted on their obligation IO educate the public on the 
issues of penal teform.” Scbwart/. Rrjorm o/t/w Fe&d 
Crimird hw.c: I.s.srrrs. Tactics and Prosp~cls, !!bii DL~KE 
I.. J. 224 (1977). 

IX 7kdesro. .wpm II. 8. 
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fully accused and evencuaIIy acquitted. 
l One-third of all television lawyers serve as 

prosecutors. 
l TV lawyers rarely defend professional 

criminals (who always lose); when they do, the 
lawyers are likely co be corrupt or criminal 
themselves. 

The scenario of social typing and the confir- 
mation of conventional presumptions-rather 
than the judicial avoidance of all that-is the 
substance of the law on television. 

The mind of the beholder 
Teh iqion iiaI:ma p:‘inwy SC)~I~(~PO~C)LII. infor- 

lmtiijr! xbout occuptiorls. 011 a test of occu- 
pational knowledge children score signifi- 
cantly higher in their knowledge of rare voca- 
tions they see frequently on television than 
their knowledge of more common occupations 
they seldom see on TV.‘4 Children who give 
television as the source also have more co say 
about the professions. When we consider all 
sources of information other than television 
(but including conversation), we learn chat 
less than half the children named other sources 
for information about lawyers and less than 
one third named other sources for information 
about judges.15 

The majority could not cite any difference 
between lawyers on television and in real life; 
53 per cent could not cite any differences 
between judges on television and in real life. As 
the researcher noted. “ . . . viewing of television 
was found to cultivate an understanding of the 
world of law enforcement consistent with cele- 
vision’s somewhat inaccurate portrayals.“‘6 

Is there any way co calculate the effects upon 
adults? Research conducted so far can show the 
background of television-cultivated concep- 
tions of social reality into which televised trials 
will have co fit, The research found that expo- 
sure to television cultivates a heightened sense 
of living in a mean and violent world. Again, 

consider chew findings.” 
l Heavy viewers (compared to light viewer 

in the same age, sex, and socio-economil 
groups) exhibit a consistently higher degree o 
insecurity, mistrust, and quest for proceccion. 

l They give higher estimates than light view 
ers of their chances of encountering violence, 
the proportion of violent crimes, the number 
of people involved in law enforcement, the 
danger of walkingacicy street at night, and the 
number of times policemen use their guns. 

l They are more Iikely than light viewers to 
agree that people just !ook out for themselves. 
try to t;:ke ati;;trm~;c of others, Ax! cmiwt bc 
crusted. 

l And they are more likely that1 their Iight 
viewing neighbors to seek protection and rake 
protective measures themselves. AI1 in all, tele- 
vision viewing appears co cuItivate relacivdy 
anxious hard-line attitudes among viewers of 
most types, particularly the young. 

Are trials made-for-IV? 
But if television begins broadcasting trials, 
won’t it give a more accurate portrayal than 
fiction? Probably not. Selected courtrooms 
will become program originating locations, 
transporting the sights and sounds of rest 
courtrooms into millions of homes condi- 
tioned to a weekly ritual of courtroom and 
crime drama. Trials will be picked and edited 
to fit that dramatic ritual. 

The problem is chat the opaque reaticy of the 
courtroom is less illuminating of the judicial 
process than is translucent fiction. One must 
go behind the scenes to see hoxv things really 
work. Surface appearances are more likely to 
conceal than co reveal how the judicial system 
operates. Television will create popular spec- 
tacles of great appeal but deceptive authentic- 
ity as it selects and interprets trials JO fit the 
existing pattern of law in the world of television. 

Indeed, the media have already recognized 
that the public. so woefully misinformedabout 
the courts, is not very interested in the issues 
that really occupy the judicial system. Thees- 
ceptionsarra few highly ~isibIcandpoliti~~~Ily 
charged rontro\.ersirs such as desegregation, 

- 
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The purpose of open 
trials is to help 

protect the accused, 
not to entertain or 

tYff.fl to educa;e. 

prayer in the public schools, capital punish- 
ment, abortion, and “coddling” defendants in 
criminal cases.18 Public interest too often re- 
suits from publicity the media give to claims of 
judicial excess and leniency. and from or- 
ganized groups objecting to the enforcement of 
laws they dislike in the first place. 

Television thus represents a process that sets 
cultural norms and generates anxieties and 
insecurities that can find release in dependence 
on strong authority and in harsh or repressive 
measures. These social functions of media 
compete and conflict with those of the courts. 
The history of troubled relations between the 
two institutions shows a precarious balance 

. reached at great cost over the centuries. 

Institutions at cross-purposes 
Entertainment’ is the cultivation of conven- 
tional moral.ity. It “entertains” the basic values 
and norms of the community and cultivates 
conformity to those norms. An important part 
of that process is the exploitation of popular 
prejudices and the cultivation of public sup- 
port for the suppression of threats and chal- 
lenges to the social order. 

From the arenas of the Roman empire to this 
very day, show trials, highly publicized confrs- 
sions. public tribunals and executions have 
helped to reaffirm the legitimacy of contem- 
war-v values. The most widrlv frequented ----- --A-- 

IX. Sdl\tTkrlr. sirprrr n. IL!. 

shows in London just emerging from the Mid- 
dle Ages were public executions, and 

even after these were aholirhecl. attendawe at ntur- 
der trials remained as a more socially restricted bur 
neverrheless much sought-after rntertainrueni. A 
visit lo a hanging might well, one presumes, hare 
followed a gentle prodding with a stick of some 
madman at Bedlam.19 

The great showy trials and ptiblicconfessions 
of the twentieth century occurred under dicta- 
torships and during periods of witchhunt in 
democracies. They were a part of the entertain- 
merit mainstream, I!c)I\’ joined by much of 
t\ t!,ll r\‘e caii flt’:vb. COillp?!!iilg attentio;?, es- 
posing deviation, spreading fear, and cultivat- 
ing conformity.20 

The struggle to remove trials from the pub- 
lic arena parallelled the fight against secret 
proceedings, the Star Chamber. In fact, the two 
are sides of the same coin. Arbitrary power 
wants no public witness to its private delibera- 
tions but needs all the hoopla it can get to 
legitimize its actions. 

The integrity and independence of judicial 
proceedings serve to protect the accused from 
both arbitrary power and public prejudice. 
The purpose of open t;ials is to help assure 
observance of these protections, not to enter- 
tain or even to educate. 

Why Canon 35 was adopted 
General entertainment and specific rights have 
never mised well. Chief Justice Earl Warren 
pointed out in Estes V, Tesns that “In the earI) 
days of our country’s development, the enter- 
tainment a trial might provideoften tended to 
obfuscate its proper role.“?’ And hecontinued, 
citing other accounts: 

‘The people thought hc&iing court one of the 
greatest performances.. . the country folk would 
crowd in for tcu miles to hear these ‘great lawyers’- 
plead: and it was a secondary matter with thrm 
whether he won or lost his case. so long as the 
‘pleading’ was loud and long. 

In early frontier Xmerica. when no Inorion pit- 
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twes, 110 television, and no radio provided enter- 
tainment, trial day in the country was like fair da); 
and from near and far citizens young and old con- 
vergedon thecounty seat. Thecriminal trial was the 
theater and spectaculum of old rural America.. .AII 
too easily lawyers and judges became part-time 
actors at the bar.. . .22 

When functions of public entertainment 
and civic responsibility shifted to the press, 
new problems emerged. Crime and court re- 
porting were the big guns in the circulation 
w&s of the 19th century. They were also wea- 
pons of the press on the way to establishing 
Itself as the organ of hsincrs colnmurtit~ 
rather than of local governments and parties 

22. Id. 

upon whose patronage it had once depended. 
In that process the press shook up some 

bloated and venal local administrations, police 
and court systems. But it also assumed the 
responsibility for conducting trials by news- 
paper for what James Gordon Bennett of the 
New York Hernldcalicd the“living Jttry of the 
Nation,” ignoring the essential contrast be- 
tween jury box and arena. 

Things becameso bad that theAmericanBar 
Association appointed a special committee in 
1924 to curb “unwholesome tendencies” in 
t~w5 reportirlg. In 19!?7, the conwittee w- 
ported that “Xhere can be no more opportune 
time than the present for the press to cease 
making vulgar amusement of our ‘law en- 



foxrment institutions.. . .“ Inwad, however, 
crime photographers entered the courtroom 
and disrupted proceedings and even snrakcd 
pictures of corn+wd murdcrcrs dying in the 
electric chair.2g 

The 1935 trial of Bruno Richard i-Iaupt- 
mann, accused of kidnapping the X-month 
old son of Anne and Charles L-indbergh, at- 
tracted an army of reporters and photogra- 
phers.24 The ABA called the Hauptmnnn trial 
“the most spectacular and depressing example 
of improper publicity and professional mis- 
conduct ever presented to the people of the 
UnitedStates in 3 criminal trial.“?jAsa result, 
the AC:\ !~ass~d Ch:101i 3.5 in it., Canr~ni of 
Juclic~,:l Ethics;, LI bm 011 C:IIIW;IS: :IIIC~ micro- 
phones in the courtroom.?6 

But it took two more landmark cases to edu- 
cate thepublic- at least for a while-about the 
threat that television poses to justice. One was 
the 1954 murder trial and conviction of Dr. 
Sam Sheppard; the other, the 1965 swindle trial 
and con\.iction of Billie Sol Estes.27 Both con- 

victions were eventually reversed because of 
massive, pervasive and prejudicial publicity 

TV as an ‘irrelevant factor’ 
A “circus atmosphere” prevailing at the Estes 

. trial is often considered the cause of the reversal 
of theconviction. Actually, however, other con- 
siderations, as valid today as they were then, 
weighed heavily in the decision of the Court. 

Indeed, Mr. Justice Harlan i\*as of the view 
. that “a circus atmosphere” was root the prob- 

lem in Estes: 

Cables. kleig lights, interviews with principal 
9 participants, commentary on their performances, 

“commercials” ar frequent intervals. special IFear- 
ing apparel and makeup for the trial participants- 
certainly such things would not conduce to the 
sound administration of justice by an acceptable 
standard. But that is not the case before LIS. We must 
judge television as we find it in this trial-relatively 
unobtrusive, with the cameras contained in a booth 
at the back of the courtroom.28 

23. Floren. The Cnmero Comes to Court. FREEDOM OF 
INFORMIATIOS CEXTER REPORT No. 3960. University of 
Missouri (October 19%). 

2-l. Id. 
25. Francois, MASS MEDIA LAW ASD REGULATION 2E 

(second alition). Col~~nibuc. Ohio: Grid. Inc., 1979. 
26. Ill.. ;I[ 307. 
27. Id.. at 253-4. 
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‘It is only the 
notorious trial which 

will be broadcast,’ 
Justice Clark warned 

311 Estes v* Texas* 

Mr. Justice Clark’s opinion for the Court 
also noted features whose relevance only in- 
creased in time.2g He acknowledged that the 
Sixth Amendment guarantees a “public trial” 
to the “accused.” 

It is said, however, that the freedoms granted in 
the First Amendment extend the right to the news 
media to televise from the courtroom, and that to 
refuse to honor this privilege is to discriminate 
between newspapers and television. This is a mis- 
conception of the right of the press.. .The television 
and radio reporter has the same privilege. All are 
entitled to the same rights as the general public.30 

Television does not contribute materially to 
the courts objective of ascertaining the truth, 
Justice Clark argued. In fact, he said, the intro- 
duction of TV represents “the injection of an 
irrelevant factor into court proceedings.. . .“)I 

It is the sensational trial that most people 
will actually see, Justice Clark warned. 

. ..From the moment the trial judge announces . 
that a case will be televised it becomes a cause cele- 
bre.. .The whole community, including prospective 
jurors, becomes interested in.all the morbid details 
surrounciing it.. . And we must remember that rea- 
listically tt 1s only the notorious trial which will be 
broadcast, because of the necessity for paid spon- 
sorship3? 

---. 
29. Ill.. a1 538~5-19. 

30. Ill. 

31. Ill. 

3P. Id 



Andtheeffect upon justice isalmost inevitable. 

. ..lf a community be hostile to an accused, a 
televised juror. realizing that be must return to 

neighbors who saw the trial Ihemseives. may well he 
led ‘not to hold the balance nice. clear. and true 
between the State and accused.. . .’ 

. . . But we know that distractions are not caused 
solely by the physical presence of the cameras and its 
telltale red lights. It is the awareness of the fact of 
telecasting that is felt . . . throughout the trial. 

. . . . 

. . .The impact upon a witness of the knowledge 
that he is being Gerved by a vast audience is simply 
incalculable.. . .‘J 

Justice Clark ackllo:vledgrcl that nr\r.spapw- 

C‘C~t’CKI~c~ Ic%llltS iti SCzIIl:’ Of thrw s;llr?e pK>b- 

lcms, but he said that “the circumstances and 
extraneous influences . . . in the televised trial 
are far more serious.” 

Television would put new responsibilities 
on the trial judge, too. “[f]t is difficult to 
remain oblivious to the pressures that the news 
media can bring to bear on them both direct’ly 
and through the shaping of public opinion,” 
Justice Clark wrote.‘j4 As soon as one judge 
permits telecasting, other judges-especially 
elected ones-could hardly resist the pressures 
to do the same. 

Finally, Justice Clark said, the defendant 
would suffer if television were introduced. 

A defendant on trial fora spccificcrime isenritlcd 
to his day in court, not in a stadium. or city or 

nationwide arena. The heightened public clamor 
resulting from radio and television cover:!ge will 
inevitably result in prejudice. Trial by rclrv~s~o~~ is, 
therefore. foreign to our system.. .J5 

The trend today 
The drawing power of the Watergate impeach- 
ment hearings and the lure of sensational trials 
has lately led to mounting media pressures to 
open the courts to cameras. But look at what 
has happened so fq. 

l In an Ohio case, the defendant, charged 
with the rape and murder of a nine-year-old 
girl, was allowed to be hypnotized during the 
examination, creating high viewer interest in 
the 6a1.36 

As soon as one judge 
permits teIecasting, 
others can hardly 

resist the press’wes 
to do the same. 

l Hustler magazine owner Larry Flynt was 
shot during a recess of the televised trial in 
which he was charged with distributing obs- 
cene material.37 

l The murder-robbery trial of 1 ‘I-year-old 
Ronny Zamora. televised during a one-year 
“experiment” in the state of Florida, became a 
national media sensation because television 
was “on trial”: in a novel defense, Zamora’s 
attorney charged that TV had induced his 
insanity through “involuntary subliminal in- 
toxication.“Ratingsreportedlyexccecledthose 
of the Johnny Carson Show.38 

In an effort to limit some of the adverse ef- 
fects of broadcasting, several states-including 
Florida, Wisconsin and now Iowa-give their 
judges the power to decide whether to turn off 
the cameras for a particular witness or a ‘p”r- 
titular case. Florida, for example, allows a 
judge to exclude electronic media if he finds 
that such coverage will affect a particular per- 
son much diff&ently than it affects other 
people-and differently from the wayi in 
which print media affect him or her.sg Imi-a 
allows the judge to refuse media coverage if a 
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witness can show “good cause.“)0 But how can 
a witness or defendant posibly know, let alone 
show, such a thing? 

Already the Florida District Court of Ap- 
peak has overturned a conviction because the 
judgeaIlowecl the trial to be corerecl despite an 
objection and without “a full evidentiary hear- 
ing on the possible effects of coverage.‘*4* In 
another Miami case, a defendant has appealed 
a $1.6 million judgment on grounds that the 
jury returned a “newsworthy verdict in hope 
and especta tion that they ~.ou!cl receive f:lrther 
tcle\,i.sif?rl <O~‘~l.l~r.“” i\!!L: !:<)I\‘ it c:tie fl'C)i~ll 

the Florida “experiment” is headed for the 
U.S. Supreme Court, which will soon decide 
whether the presence of television denied the 
defendants a fair and impartial trial.43 

Tha current offensive 
Camera crews are not journalists; they are 
union technicians hauling and handling costly 
equipment whose every move and minute, 
mlist be carefully budgeted. Soon after the 
Florida “experiment” was declared a success, 
television prepared for the big push. ABC’s 
SteveTeIlo, who had run the broadcast pool for 
the groundbreaking &morn affair, was as- 
signed to the biggest shot\* yet in the line of 
legal spectaculars, the mu1 tiple college-girl ses 
murder trial of Theodore Bundy. 

With its lurid and intimate details and type 
casting fitting the dramatic media pattern, 
Bundy became the first nationally televised, 
courtroom-originated, real-life horror show of 
the new era. It cost ABC an estimated $2 mil- 
lion to field the crew and carry the event, a 
good investment by program cost and ratings 
standards. The judge, Edward Cowart. pro- 
nouncing his third death sentence, callecl the 
coverage “the most accurate reporting of a 
trial.“‘* Bundy denounced the coverage and 
claimed that he had been victimized by media 

“sharks.“Rrondcnsfingrnagazinedeclared “l’er- 
diet Is In Favor Of Tf’ In Bundy Trial.“45 

Emboldened by their success and impatient 
with legal inhibitions, themedia have launched 
a new offensive. An example was the careful 
staging of a demonstration of “cameras in the 
courtroom”at theAugust 1979DalIasmeeting 
of the American Bar Association. Invited by the 
ABA, featuring a debate and a mock TV trial, 
the’demonstrj tion was designed to show, in the 
words of National Association of Broadcasters 
Presicknr L’irlcei!t T. \!k;i!evG’;y. “hark. effcc- 
ti\.riy tllri.lrctl.onicrnetIiacrl~~ope~atr~rithout 
any interference with the dignity and decorum 
of the proceedings.“‘6 

Steve Tell0 of Zamora and Bandy fame was 
again pressed into service. Learning a lesson 
from Atlanta, camera crewsdonned pin stripes 
and were reported “almost indistinguishable 
from conservatively dressed ABA members.“Ji 
Cables were tucked down air conditioning 
ducts. The formal briefs used in the mock 
appellate proceedings were included iI3 a book- 
let entitled “Cameras in theCourtroom: A Pres- 
idential ShowcaseProgram”anddistributedat 
the convention. In an article headlined “TV in 
its Sunday Best for ABA demonstration,“Broad- 
cnsfing concluded: “No muss, no fuss: It was 
an exarnple of what television technology and 
profesGonalism can do in 1979.“JY 

The nest show was the February 19SO con- 
ference of Chief Justices in Chicago. This tirqe, 
Steve Tel10 starred in front of, as well as 
behind, the cameras, showing assembled chief 
justices the silent working of the Bundy trial 
cameras. Judge Cowart himself esplained the 
need for letting the television industry partici- 
pate in the courtroom rule-making process. 
Tell0 then turned or1 {he,videotape recorc1e.r 
and played the tape of the meeting just ending 
“emphatically making the point that the prrs- 
enceof thcTVcameras-although announced 
at the start -had had no appreciable effect on 
the rncetihg.“49 

And so the bandwagon rolls on its road of 
non-sequiturs. misplaced clernonstratior~s, self- 
serving tests and generally flawed “esperi- 

49. \‘i\Rlf I‘Y I (Fdmt;iry 6, 19SOl. 



merits” that permit no controls, disproof, or 
evaluation. 

At the point of no return 
Television presents a coherent world of images 
and messages serving its own institutional in- 
terests. The question is whether the judiciary 
should be enlisted to add further credibility to 
media mythology. Plugging courtrooms into 
the television system can make them append- 
ages of that system. Once televised trials attract 
a large national following, the process will be 
irresistible, cumulative, and probably irre- 
versible. 

The scen:irio ur!foldir:ir; now is what Chief 
Justice \Varren warned against when, agreeing 
with the majority in Estes v. Texas that “the 
televising of criminal trials is inherently a 
denial of due process,” expressed the addi- 
tional view that the case at hand was only “a 
vivid illustration of the inherent prejudice of 
televised criminal trials.“50 Therefore, Warren 
wished to “make a definitive appraisal of tele- 
vision in the courtroom.“5J 

In doing so, he predicted with uncanny fore- 
sight the entertainment pressures upon the 
selection and treatment, of trials; the impact of 
notoriety LJp0J-J participants, including jurors 
returning to theircommunities; the problem of 
impartially re-trying a case after wide national 
exposure; and the likelihood that defenclants 
who have attracted public interest and find 
their “trial turned into a vehicle for television 
. . . are the very persons who encounter the great- 
est difficulty in securing an impartial trial even 
without the presence of television.“52 

in his conclusion, Chief Justice Warren re- 
peated the important point that the purposes 
of the media and the courts are very different. 

[t]he television industry, like other institutions, has 
a proper area.of activities and limitations beyond 
which it cannot gd with its cameras. That area does 
not extend into an American courtroom... Where 
the lives, liberty, and property of people are in jeo- 
pa&): television representatives haveonly the rights 
of the general public, namely to be present, to 
observe the proceedings, and thereafter, if they 
choose. to report them.53 

50. Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532 (1965) (Warren. 
concurring). 

C.J.. 

51. Id. 
52. Id.. ;II 576-Z’. 
53. Id.. at 555.86. 
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\Vithout a doubt television has enriched the 
horizons of many who have been out of the 
cultural mainstream since thecomingof print- 
oriented culture. It sometimes offers superb 
insight and enlightenment. Indeed, it haseven 
provided dramatic reenactments of great mo- 
ments in judicial history, going behind the 
scenes to illuminate the invisible but alf-im- 
portant principles of justiceina calmer histor- 
ical perspective. But telecasting of live t&k- 
television at its spontaneous best-would not 
encourage that kind of dispassionate analysis. 

The political opportunities inherent in the 
shifting balance of powers wil! becornc= nmrr 
and I-rlurecotrlpellirlg. Xbout IQpcrcent of the 
electorate can now identify any judicial candi- 
date during an election. A television trial can 
easily multiply that recognition factor for a 
candidate. (Wili others ask forequal lclevision 
trial time?) As a system of mutual accommoda- 
tions and pay-offs develops, controls and inhi- 
bitions are likely to fall by the wayside. 

Neither history nor existing research sup- 
port the contention that television coverage.of 
courts would enhance fairness, protect free- 
dom, increase public understanding, or pro- 
mote needed court reform. Only an immecliate 
moratorium 011 televising trialscangiveus the 
time and the opportunity we need for respon- 
sible action. 

In the face of demonstr&d conflicts and 
incalculable risks, the burden of proof must 
shift from the potential victims to the pro- 
ponentsof trials by television-An independent 
scientific investigation is what we need now, 
both to analyze a representativesampleof tele- 
vised. trials and segments of trials and to assess 
conceptions of the judicial process that televi- 
sion trialscultivatein themindsof theviewers. 
as well as the minds of participants. Until we 
undertake such research and until it disproves 
reasonable expectations about TV’s effects, we 
should prevent television from remaking our 
system of justice in its own image. cl 

GEORGE GERBNER is a professor of communications 
and clean of The Annenberg School of Communications 
at the University of Pennsylvania. 
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